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ABSTRACT
Double-stranded RNA (dsRNA)-induced gene silencing, or RNA interference
(RNAi), is a conserved gene control mechanism in eukaryotes that has been
exploited extensively as a tool for gene knockdown. In plants, RNAi has been
achieved mainly through the expression of transgenes encoding long hairpin-shaped
RNA (hpRNA), which has proven to be a powerful tool in gene function studies and
crop improvement. A typical hpRNA transgene construct is comprised of a perfect
inverted repeat with a sense and antisense sequence of the target gene, separated by a
spacer sequence. A number of studies from us and others have indicated that hpRNA
transgenes are subject to self-induced transcriptional silencing (self-silencing),
compromising the efficiency and long-term stability of RNAi against target genes.
We assumed that self-silencing of hpRNA transgenes is due to the perfect invertedrepeat DNA structure and small RNA-directed DNA methylation.

My thesis was aimed at developing and testing new hpRNA transgene designs that
could minimize transcriptional self-silencing and give stable and effective target
gene silencing. In one of my construct designs (hpRNA[1:4]), the sense sequence is
modified by introducing one mismatch in every four nucleotides to disrupt the
perfect inverted-repeat DNA structure, with the antisense sequence being wild-type
to ensure perfect complementarity with the target gene sequence. In another design
(hpRNA[G:U]), the sense sequence was modified by substituting all cytosine (C)
nucleotides with thymine (T) nucleotides, which both disrupts the perfect invertedrepeat structure and removes the target cytosines of DNA methylation, but still
allows for the formation of perfect hpRNA structure due to G:U “wobble” base pairs.

x

Testing of the constructs against β-glucuronidase (GUS) reporter gene in transgenic
tobacco showed that both hpRNA[1:4] and hpRNA[G:U] constructs conferred more
uniform target gene silencing across independent transgenic lines than the
conventional hpRNA construct (hpRNA[WT]). In particular, the hpRNA[G:U]
construct gives strong GUS silencing in 95.9% of transgenic lines, in contrast to
59.2% for the hpRNA[WT] lines. This uniform GUS gene silencing can be inherited
in the next (T1) generation.

The hpRNA[G:U] design was tested against three endogenous genes in Arabidopsis,
including ethylene insensitive 2 (EIN2), chalcone synthase (CHS) and phytoene
desaturase (PDS). For the EIN2 and PDS target genes, the hpRNA[G:U] constructs
induced strong and more uniform silencing than the hpRNA[WT] constructs across
independent transgenic lines, with silencing frequencies of 90% for EIN2 and 93%
for PDS compared to 65% and 57% with the hpRNA[WT] constructs. The
hpRNA[G:U] construct targeting CHS also induced more uniform silencing,
although the degree of CHS silencing was relatively low with both the modified and
unmodified constructs.

The effective and uniform target gene silencing in hpRNA[G:U] lines suggested that
the G:U base-paired hpRNA could be processed by Dicer into small interfering RNA
(siRNA). Small RNA northern blot hybridization demonstrated that independent
hpRNA[G:U] transgenic lines accumulated siRNAs at relatively uniform levels,
compared to highly variable levels of siRNAs accumulated in the hpRNA[WT] lines.
Small RNA deep sequencing confirmed the accumulation of siRNAs in both
hpRNA[G:U] and hpRNA[WT] lines. Interestingly, siRNAs from hpRNA[G:U] lines
xi

showed a different size pattern to those from hpRNA[WT] lines. Alkaline
phosphatase treatment assay suggested that these two siRNA populations have
different 5’ phosphorylation.

To investigate whether the uniform silencing by the hpRNA[G:U] and hpRNA[1:4]
constructs was due to a reduction or prevention of transcriptional self-silencing, I
determined DNA methylation levels in the 35S promoter that drives the expression
of the hpRNA transgenes targeting GUS and/or EIN2. Using PCR amplification of
DNA digested with methylation-specific enzyme McrBC as well as bisulfite
sequencing, I demonstrated that the increased uniformity in target gene silencing by
the mismatched hpRNA constructs is associated with diminished DNA methylation
at the promoter sequence.

My study demonstrates that introducing mismatches to the sense sequence of hpRNA
constructs minimizes DNA methylation at the promoter and reduces transcriptional
self-silencing, resulting in increased transgene stability hence uniform target gene
silencing. My results support our assumption that self-silencing of the conventional
hpRNA construct is a combined result of perfect inverted-repeat structure and
siRNA-directed DNA methylation. It is anticipated that the new construct designs
developed in my study will enhance the applications of transgenic RNAi in plants.
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Chapter 1. Literature review
____________________________________________________________________

1.1. General induction
RNA silencing is a nucleotide sequence-specific gene silencing mechanism induced
by double-stranded (ds) or hairpin structured (hp) RNA. It is evolutionarily
conserved across eukaryotes, and also termed “post-transcriptional gene silencing” or
“gene cosuppression” in plants, “RNA interference or RNAi” in animals, and
“quelling” in fungi. In the basic RNA silencing pathway (Figure 1.1), dsRNA or
hpRNA is progressively processed by Dicer proteins into short, 20-25 nucleotide (nt)
small RNA duplexes, of which one strand is bound to Argonaute (AGO) proteins to
form an RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC). This silencing complex uses the
small RNA as a guide to find and bind to complementary single-stranded RNA,
where the AGO protein cleaves the RNA resulting in its degradation. The RNA
silencing mechanism has been extensively exploited as a gene knockdown
technology in various eukaryotic systems, and various gene silencing technologies
have been developed and successfully used. For instance, hairpin RNA transgenes,
designed to express short or long hpRNA, have been widely used to knock down
gene expression or confer virus resistance in fungi, plants and animals. Despite the
recent development of gene editing technology, such as CRISPR/cas9 gene editing
system that can generate targeted gene knock-out and nucleotide sequence
substitution, the dsRNA-induced gene silencing technologies will continue to be
valuable tools in gene functional studies and other applications such as pest and
pathogen protection (Escobar et al., 2001) and food quality improvement (Liu et al.,
2002). However, there are some limitations in the existing gene silencing
technologies. For instance, in mammals, long dsRNA or hpRNA has not been very
1

Figure 1.1. General RNA silencing pathway and the three basic endogenous RNA silencing pathways in the model plant-Arabidopsis thaliana. The tasiRNA and
RdDM pathways also form the basis for the exogenic RNA-induced silencing and systemic gene silencing pathways in plants disscussed below.

2

useful for inducing RNAi because long dsRNA triggers interferon responses
(Yamasaki et al., 2008a). In plants, long hpRNA transgenes are the most widely used
gene silencing technology, but it faces with the issue of transgene instability: it has
been shown that long hpRNA transgenes are subject to self-induced transcriptional
silencing compromising the effect on target gene silencing (Dong et al., 2011). The
research of the thesis aimed to address the issue of hpRNA transgene stability in
plants and to develop improved transgene designs for stable and effective target gene
silencing. In this chapter, I will review the small RNA silencing pathways in plants,
and briefly touch on DNA methylation and histone modification that can lead to
transcriptional inactivation. In addition, I will give an overview of the existing RNA
silencing-based technologies, describe several examples of successful applications of
the hpRNA technology in plants, and discuss some of the limitations of this
technology.

3

1.2. RNA silencing pathways in plants
RNA silencing has been extensively studied in the model plant-Arabidopsis thaliana,
which has evolved three basic RNA silencing pathways (Figure 1.1) (Eamens et al.,
2008): micro-RNA (miRNA), trans-acting small interfering RNA (tasiRNA), and
repeat-associated siRNA (rasiRNA) or RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM)
pathways. The miRNA and tasiRNA pathways are part of the posttranscriptional
gene silencing (PTGS) processes leading to RNA degradation, whereas the rasiRNA
or RdDM is a transcriptional gene silencing (TGS) process causing DNA
methylation or histone modification. Multiple protein factors are involved in these
RNA silencing pathways, including Dicer-like (DCL) protein, RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase (RDR), AGO protein, and other related factors. Arabidopsis encodes four
DCLs, six RDRs and ten AGOs. These endogenous RNA silencing pathways and
factors are also involved in exogenic RNA-induced silencing in plants, including
transgene and viral RNA-induced silencing. Studies on transgene-induced silencing
have revealed additional features of RNA silencing in plants: it can spread across the
target gene sequence to cause “transitive” gene silencing, and move long distance in
the plant to induce “systemic” gene silencing (Melnyk et al., 2011).

1.2.1. The miRNA silencing pathway
MiRNAs are sRNAs of usually 20-22 nucleotides (nt) in size that regulate gene
expression in the majority of eukaryotes. miRNAs are derived from defined genetic
MIR genes, and target single-stranded mRNA through base-pairing to the
complementary region. In animals, miRNAs normally target the 3’ untranslated
region (UTR) of mRNAs with imperfect sequence match to inhibit protein
translation. In general, plant miRNAs have high levels of sequence complementarity
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with their target mRNA, and target the coding region of the mRNA to direct
sequence-specific RNA cleavage (Millar and Waterhouse, 2005).

miRNA biogenesis in plants is well understood. The primary miRNA transcript (primiRNA), which contains a polyA tail and a 5′ methylguanosine cap (Xie et al.,
2005), is transcribed from the MIR gene by RNA polymerase II. The pri-miRNA,
which is able to form the imperfect “fold-back” hairpin structure (Kurihara and
Watanabe, 2004, Xie et al., 2005), is processed into a short “stem-loop” precursor
(pre-miRNA) by the DCL1 (Gregory et al., 2005, Tagami et al., 2007) with the help
of HYL1, a double-stranded RNA binding protein (Kurihara et al., 2006). The premiRNA molecule is further processed by DCL1 to generate a 20-22 nt imperfect
RNA duplex comprised of miRNA (the guide strand) and miRNA* (the passenger
stand) with a 2-nucleotide 3’ overhang at both ends (Vazquez et al., 2004). The RNA
methylase HUA ENHANCER1 (HEN1) recognizes the 2-nt overhang in each strand
and methylates the 2’-O hydroxyl of the 3’ terminal nucleotide, which can stabilize
the miRNA (Li et al., 2005). These steps of miRNA biogenesis occur in the nucleus,
as DCL1, HYL1 and HEN1 are all located in the nucleus (Xie et al., 2004, Yang et
al., 2006). miRNA:miRNA* duplexes are exported into the cytoplasm by the protein
HASTY (HST), an Exportin-5 homolog. In the cytoplasm, the mature miRNA guide
strand of the miRNA:miRNA* duplex is loaded onto an AGO protein (primarily
AGO1), a ribonuclease, to form the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC).
Finally, the guide miRNA directs the RISC to bind and cleave the complementary
single-strand RNA.
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The miRNAs are mainly involved in the developmental process (Mallory et al., 2004,
Floyd and Bowman, 2004). For example, overexpressing miR156 can delay
flowering time, increase leaf initiation and decrease apical dominance and finally
produce bushy plant quickly (Shikata et al., 2012). MiR160-overexpression leads to
premature inflorescence and sterility due to abnormal stamen and root growth defects
(Hong and Jackson, 2015). Overexpression of miR164 shows morphological
abnormalities like the fusion of vegetative and floral organs, unbalanced floral organ
numbers and reduced lateral root formation (Berger et al., 2009). MicroRNA has also
been shown to play an essential role in response to abiotic stress (Zhou et al., 2007,
Chiou, 2007) and biotic stress (Kulcheski et al., 2011). For example, miR393 is
increased in bacterial and fungal infection (Weiberg et al., 2013). miR319 has been
shown to play a role in response to salt, cold, drought and heavy metal toxicity in
bentgrass, flax, tomato and sugarcane (Dmitriev et al., 2017, Zhou and Luo, 2014).
Furthermore, some miRNAs also play an important role in plant adaption to severe
environmental conditions and crop domestication (Liu et al., 2015).

1.2.2. The trans-acting siRNA pathway
Similar to miRNAs, tasiRNAs emerge as a class of 21-nt endogenous siRNAs
produced from TAS genes-derived transcripts (Vazquez et al., 2004, Xie et al., 2005).
In fact, tasiRNA biogenesis is initiated by specific miRNAs, usually of the 22 nt size
class, with a notable exception with tasiRNA production from TAS3, which is
initiated by two 21 nt long miR390 (Axtell et al., 2006, Montgomery et al., 2008).
These inducer miRNAs forms RISC with AGO1 or AGO7 to direct the cleavage of
TAS precursor RNA. However, instead of being degraded, the cleaved TAS transcript
is stabilized by Suppressor of Gene Silencing 3 (SGS3) (Vazquez et al., 2004), which
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is able to protect the single-stranded RNA fragment from degradation, and is then
converted into long dsRNAs by RDR6 (Figure 1.1) (Allen et al., 2005, Peragine et
al., 2004). The resulting dsRNA is then cleaved by DCL4 (Hiraguri et al., 2005) and
its partner dsRNA-binding protein DRB4 (Adenot et al., 2006, Hiraguri et al., 2005)
into 21 nt ta-siRNAs. Like miRNAs, the ta-siRNA duplexes are methylated by
HEN1 (Li et al., 2005) and one strand of these duplex loads into either AGO1 or
AGO7 to form the RISC to direct the degradation of complementary mRNAs.

Recent studies revealed that mutation of SGS3, a component of ta-siRNA
biosynthesis, leads to downwardly curled leaves in Medicago truncatula (BustosSanmamed et al., 2014). In maize, a mutation in maize LEAFBLADELESS1
(LBL1), a homolog of SGS3 in Arabidopsis, leads to defective meristem (Douglas et
al., 2010). In this study, it was discovered that ta-siRNAs and their precursors
(TAS1, TAS2, and TAS3) were downregulated by drought and high-salinity stress
treatments. Analysis of ta-siRNA synthesis mutants subjected to drought and highsalinity stresses revealed a short stamen phenotype and changes in the expression of
floral development-related and auxin response-related genes (Matsui et al., 2014).
Furthermore, the TAS3 derived ta-siRNA is also shown to play a significant role in
the maintenance of fruit quality and yield in Vitis Vinifera (Lu, 2017).

1.2.3. RNA-directed DNA methylation
In plants, the RdDM pathway mediates the establishment of DNA methylation and
transcriptional gene silencing. The process of RdDM starts with the biogenesis of 24nt siRNAs, which are produced from the combine function of the DNA-directed
RNA polymerase IV (Pol IV), RDR2 and DCL3 (Figure 1.1). Basically, Pol IV
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transcribes methylated and repetitive DNA (hence repeat-associated siRNA or
rasiRNA) to generate short aberrant RNA (Blevins et al., 2015, Li et al., 2015, Zhai
et al., 2015) and RDR2 converts this Pol IV transcript to long dsRNA, and then
DCL3 cleaves it 24 nt siRNA (Xie and Yu, 2015). Like the miRNA duplex, the
rasiRNA duplex is methylated at the 3’ hydroxyl group of each strand by HEN1 (Li
et al., 2005). Subsequently, one strand of the rasiRNA duplex is loaded onto AGO4
(Zilberman et al., 2004) to direct the de novo DNA cytosine methylation (Wierzbicki
et al., 2008), mediated by the combined actions of another plant-specific RNA
Polymerase V (PolV) and Domains Rearranged Methylase2 (DRM2) (Matzke et al.,
2015). The de novo methylation can be maintained by Methyltransferase1 (MET1) in
the CG context and Chromomethylase3 (CMT3) in the CHG sites during DNA
replication. The primary function of RdDM is to silence transposable element and
repetitive DNA sequences in the genome to maintain genome stability.

1.2.4. Exogenic RNA-induced silencing
Transgenes and viruses are “exogenic” and invasive nucleic acids and can both
induce RNA silencing in plants. In fact, posttranscriptional RNA silencing was first
observed in studies on transgenes designed not to express dsRNA or hpRNA but a
pigmentation enzyme in petunia (Napoli et al., 1990) and a viral protein gene in
tobacco (Lindbo et al., 1993). The pigmentation transgene induced silencing against
both itself and the homologous endogenous gene leading to a loss of flower color,
whereas the viral protein transgene induced sequence-specific degradation of
transgene mRNA and homologous viral RNA leading to virus resistance. How these
sense transgenes induce RNA silencing, also known as cosuppression, has yet to be
fully understood, but components in the endogenous tasiRNA pathway, such as
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RDR6 and DCL4, are known to be involved. It has been proposed that “aberrant”
RNA transcripts from the transgenes serve as RDR6 template to trigger the
cosuppression or PTGS (Gasciolli et al., 2005, Petsch et al., 2015, Yoshikawa et al.,
2005).

Like transgenes, viruses are both inducer and target of RNA silencing in plants. In
fact, RNA silencing is regarded as a natural plant antiviral defense mechanism
(Wang et al., 2012). Infection and replication of viruses and subviral agents in plants
are invariably associated with the accumulation of viral siRNAs, which can bind to
AGO proteins to direct either PTGS against viral RNAs or RdDM against the
genome of DNA viruses, causing viral RNA degradation or repression of viral gene
expression leading to virus resistance. Studies on viral siRNA biogenesis have
indicated that viral siRNAs are processed by DCL4, DCL2 and/or DCL3 into 21, 22
and 24 nt size classes from i) dsRNA formed between plus and minus strands of
replicative

RNA

intermediates,

ii)

stem-loop

structures

formed

within

complementary regions of viral RNA, and iii) secondary dsRNA synthesized by
plant RDRs from single-strand viral RNA (Guo et al., 2016, Moissiard and Voinnet,
2006).

1.2.5. Transitive and systemic gene silencing
Transitive silencing refers to the phenomenon where siRNAs are generated from
target mRNA outside the dsRNA-targeted region either in the upstream or
downstream. Studies on transitive silencing have shown that the siRNAs from the
non-targted region are secondary siRNAs generated by RDR6 and DCL4 and
requires SGS3 (Wu et al., 2017), factors involved in tasiRNA biogenesis. However,
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these secondary siRNAs are also dependent on DCL2, which is essential for
transitive silencing (Mlotshwa et al., 2008). In Arabidopsis, DCL2 is responsible for
the processing of 22-nt siRNAs (Xie et al., 2004). It is possible that these 22-nt
siRNAs function like 22-nt miRNAs to cleave target mRNA and trigger RDR6dependent tasiRNA-like secondary siRNA production, leading to transitive silencing.

Long-distance systemic RNA silencing was first observed in 1997 where the
silencing of a nitrite reductase transgene in a silenced stock of tobacco is transmitted
to non-silenced scion expressing the corresponding transgene (Palauqui et al., 1997).
Subsequent studies in Arabidopsis have indicated the involvement of DCL2-induced
transitive siRNAs in systemic gene silencing. Indeed, siRNAs detected in the scion
of grafts come mainly from the target mRNA sequences outside the region targeted
by the dsRNA of the silenced stock (Brosnan et al., 2007). Also, DCL2 is recently
found to be essential for graft-transmissible or locally-induced systemic RNA
silencing in Arabidopsis and Nicotiana benthamiana, and it has been proposed that
DCL2-generated 22-nt siRNAs are the long-distance silencing signals (Chen et al.,
2018, Taochy et al., 2017). These findings suggested that systemic and transitive
RNA silencing are linked, where DCL2 plays a crucial role in generating 22-nt
primary siRNA signals to induce the production of tasiRNA-like secondary siRNAs
causing transitive as well as systemic RNA silencing. It is interesting to note that
systemic RNA silencing has only been demonstrated to transgene targets.
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1.3. Transcriptional gene silencing
In addition to the post-transcriptional gene silencing mechanisms that cause RNA
degradation and block mRNA translation, both endogenous and transgenes, are also
subject to regulation by transcriptional gene silencing (TGS) that inhibits mRNA
transcription. While TGS can have a negative effect on gene expression, it plays an
important role in maintaining genome stability in plants by silencing the
transcriptional activity of transposable elements and repetitive DNA. As mentioned
above, RdDM is a siRNA-directed de novo DNA methylation pathway that is
important in the initiation of TGS in plants. In this section, I will give a brief
overview of two other known primary mechanisms of TGS: chromatin modification
and small RNA-independent DNA methylation.

1.3.1. Chromatin modification
Chromatin is the combination of DNA with histones, which are highly alkaline
proteins in eukaryotes (Kornberg, 1974). The basic structural unit of chromatin is the
nucleosome, which comprises approximately 147bp of DNA wrapped around an
octamer core, containing two copies each of four histones H2A, H2B, H3 and H4
(Eitoku et al., 2008, Richmond and Davey, 2003). Chromatin can be roughly
classified into two states: open/active euchromatin and closed/silent heterochromatin
(Eitoku et al., 2008, Richmond and Davey, 2003). The euchromatin usually consists
of actively transcribed gene-rich sequences. The heterochromatin, on the other hand,
contains mainly repetitive DNA, permanently condensed, generally resulting in
transcriptional silencing (Grewal and Elgin, 2007). Histone modification, such as
histone acetylation and methylation, can affect interactions between histone protein
and DNA, therefore altering chromatin structure and regulating transcription (Pfluger
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and Wagner, 2007). Histone H3 lysine methylation is one of the most well-studied
histone modifications in plants. Methylation at lysine 4 and lysine 36 of histone H3
(H3K4 and H3K36 methylation) is generally associated with active transcription,
whereas histone H3 lysine 9 (H3K9) and histone H3 lysine 27 (H3K27) methylation
are normally linked to inactive transcription (Kouzarides, 2007). H3K9
dimethylation is closely linked with RdDM, and can be induced by the same siRNA
pathway, indicating a coordinated function of de novo DNA methylation and histone
modification in repressing transcriptional activity of RdDM targets, which are mostly
transposable elements and repetitive DNA sequences in the genome. This
coordinated effect is also likely to be involved in TGS of transgenes.

1.3.2. Small RNA-independent DNA methylation
DNA methylation is a process where a methyl group is added to the C5 position of
cytosine, which is an evolutionary conserved epigenetic mark (Johnson et al., 2012).
Methylation of cytosines within DNA is found in most eukaryotes, including plants,
animals and fungi (Lee et al., 2010). In plants DNA methylation occurs at all
cytosine contexts, namely CG, CHG, and CHH sites (H stands for any nucleotide
except for G). DNA methylation is carried out by two general enzymatic processes:
de novo methylation and maintenance methylation. De novo methylation is
established by the RdDM pathway, as described above, which converts previously
unmethylated cytosines of all sequence contexts to methylated cytosines.
Maintenance methylation is the process by which the pre-existing methylation
patterns are maintained after DNA replication (Jones and Liang, 2009). In plants,
methylation patterns at the symmetric CG and CHG sites can be maintained during
DNA replication. Maintenance of CG methylation is primarily catalyzed by
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METHYLTRANSFERASE 1 (MET1, a homolog of the mammalian Dnmt1
methyltransferase) (Kankel et al., 2003, Lister et al., 2008). In addition to MET1,
CG methylation is also controlled by VARIANT IN METHYLATION 1 (VIM1)
(Woo et al., 2008), DECREASE IN DNA METHYLATION 1 (DDM1), and HDA6
histone-deacetylase activity (Liu et al., 2012). CHG methylation is mostly
maintained by a plant-specific CHROMOMETHYLTRANSFERASE 3 (CMT3)
through a self-reinforcing loop between the histone and DNA methylation (Law and
Jacobsen, 2010, Stroud et al., 2014). Different to the CG and CHG sites, methylation
at the asymmetric CHH methylation sites cannot be maintained during DNA
replication, and requires constant de novo methylation by RdDM involving
DOMAINS REARRANGED METHYLTRANSFERASE 2 (DRM2, an ortholog of
the animal Dnmt3) (Law and Jacobsen, 2010). However, a recent study has shown
that CHH methylation at the heterochromatic regions of the Arabidopsis genome is
mainly caused by a combined function of DDM1 and CMT2, independently of
RdDM (Zemach et al., 2013).

1.3.3. The role of repeat DNA in transcriptional gene silencing (TGS)
In plants, transposable elements and other highly repetitive DNA sequences in the
genome are the primary targets of epigenetic silencing mechanisms such as DNA
methylation and histone modification. Similar to these endogenous sequences,
transgenes of multiple-copy insertions and complex structures are also a preferred
target of transcriptional gene silencing compared to transgenes with simple singlecopy insertions. Indeed, repetitive DNA structures, particularly inverted repeat DNA
structures, have been shown to attract epigenetic silencing in many eukaryotic
organisms including plants (Hsieh and Fire, 2000). For instance, a 1.6kb repetitive
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sequence (RPS) isolated from the Petunia genome became hypermethylated at a
particular Hhal restriction site after integration into the petunia or tobacco genome
(ten Lohuis et al., 1995). In Arabidopsis thaliana, which does not contain any RPS
homolog, RPS transgenes are efficiently methylated in all sequence contexts (Singh
et al., 2008). In C. reinhardtii, it was found that an artificial inverted repeat (IR)
construct (or hpRNA construct) produced varied RNAi efficiency due to an intrinsic
IR sequence-dependent DNA methylation system (Yamasaki et al., 2008b). An 11nt
inverted repeat element is also sufficient to attract methylation in Arabidopsis, and
the initiation of methylation is via the recognition of structural features rather than
specific sequence elements (Gentry and Meyer, 2013). It has been observed that
DNA methylation of an inverted-repeat or hpRNA transgene was not limited to the
inverted repeat region but can spread to the adjacent promoter region (Dong et al.,
2011).

1.4. RNA silencing technologies in plants
dsRNA-induced gene silencing was firstly discovered 1998 (Fire et al., 1998,
Waterhouse et al., 1998) and since that various RNA silencing pathways in plants,
many technologies have been developed to trigger gene silencing in plants (Guo et
al., 2016). Some of these technologies, particularly the hpRNA and artificial miRNA
transgenes and virus-induced gene silencing vectors, have been widely used in gene
function analysis and crop improvement. This section describe briefly these three
existing RNA silencing technologies.
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1.4.1. The hpRNA transgene technology
Since the first observation that long self-complementary hpRNA was efficiently to
trigger RNAi in plants (Waterhouse et al., 1998, Wang and Waterhouse, 2000), the
hpRNA technology has been widely used to generate siRNA to alter gene expression
and viral RNAs in plants (Watson et al., 2005). While short 21-nt long hpRNA is
usually used to induce RNAi in mammalian cells, a typical hpRNA construct in plant
is composed of a long (usually 200~500 bp) sense and antisense sequence of target
gene mRNA as an inverted repeat, which are separated by a non-complementary
spacer (Figure 1.2). This spacer is required for stabilizing the long hpRNA construct
during cloning in bacterial cells, because perfect inverted repeat DNA is very
unstable in bacteria. Using a spliceable intron as a spacer has been proven to improve
the efficiency of RNAi in plants (Smith et al., 2000). The sense and antisense
sequences in the transcribed RNA are complementary to each other and form a
dsRNA arm, which is then processed into siRNAs by DCLs. Dicer processing of
hpRNA resembles that of viral dsRNAs, generating 21, 22 and 24 nt siRNAs by
DCL4, DCL2 and DCL3, respectively (Fusaro et al., 2006). In order to facilitate the
application of hpRNA transgene technology, a number of versatile cloning vectors,
such as the pHannibal and pHellsgate vectors, have been developed to assist the
preparation of long hpRNA constructs (Helliwell and Waterhouse, 2005, Wesley et
al., 2001). In addition, a cloning strategy based on rolling-circle replication by the
Bacillus subtilis phage phi29 DNA polymerase has been established for making
libraries of long hpRNA constructs for genome-wide gene silencing in plants (Wang
et al., 2013, Wang et al., 2008).
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Figure 1.2. A typical hpRNA construct

1.4.2. Artificial miRNA (amiRNA)
Following the understanding of miRNA biogenesis and miRNA precursor structures
in Arabidopsis, amiRNA was developed as a new gene silencing technology in plants
(Schwab et al., 2006). In the amiRNA construct, the stem-loop structure is
maintained while the miRNA and miRNA* sequence is replaced with the
corresponding target gene sequences. In the amiRNA/amiRNA* duplex, the
sequence of amiRNA strand is complementary to the target mRNA, while the
amiRNA* strand is to maintain the original miRNA precursor structure (Schwab et
al., 2006). This modified precursor sequence is then expressed as a transgene to
generate amiRNA in plants, inducing target gene silencing. Thus, unlike the hpRNA
transgenes that function through the siRNA pathways generating a mixed population
of siRNAs by DCL4, DCL2 and DCL3, amiRNA transgenes function through the
endogenous miRNA pathway to silence genes, using DCL1 to generate a single 21-nt
small RNA. A main technical difficulty in using the amiRNA technology lies in the
need to select an optimal amiRNA sequence to satisfy efficient AGO1 loading hence
effective silencing of target genes. Different Arabidopsis AGO proteins have
different preferences for 5’ terminal nucleotides of miRNAs (and siRNAs), with
AGO1 binding primarily small RNA with 5’ U (Mi et al., 2008). In addition, the
sorting of miRNA guide strand from the passenger strand by AGO proteins also
requires differential strength of 5’ and 3’ base-pairing in the miRNA/miRNA*
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duplex, with relatively weak 5’ base-pairing and strong 3’ base-pairing being
favoured (Meijer et al., 2014).

1.4.3. Virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS)
Infection of plants with all types of viruses is associated with the accumulation of
virus-derived siRNAs (Wang et al., 2012). This antiviral defense RNA silencing
mechanism has been used to develop virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS)
technologies. In VIGS, a target gene sequence is inserted into a viral vector, which
can be a genomic segment or the whole viral genome and infectious when delivered
into plant cells. The recombinant viral vector is then used to infect plants. Once the
viral infection is established, siRNAs will be generated from the recombinant viral
vector through the viral siRNA biogenesis pathway, which contain siRNAs derived
from the inserted target gene sequence. These siRNAs can then be incorporated into
the AGOs (AGO1 and AGO2) to form RISC and guide the degradation of the target
gene (Llave, 2010, Mourrain et al., 2000, Wang et al., 2011). VIGS is rapid and does
not require plant transformation, which is particularly advantageous for rapid
analysis of gene function in plants that are recalcitrant to transformation. However,
successful use of VIGS is limited by i) the relatively narrow host range of the
established VIGS vectors, ii) the inability of most viruses to infect reproductive
tissues or very young plants, and iii) the difficulty in generating infectious viral
clones that meet the need in a specific host plant system.
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1.5. Applications and potential issues with the hpRNA technology
1.5.1. Applications of hpRNA technology in agriculture
The hpRNA transgene technology has been successfully used in gene function
analysis, disease control and crop improvement (Guo et al., 2016) (Figure 1.3).
Recently, the CRISPR/Cas9 system derived from a bacterial viral defense
mechanism has been developed to generate gene or sequence-specific mutations in
plants (Belhaj et al., 2013, Belhaj et al., 2015). The advantage of this gene-editing
system is the ability to stably and completely knock out the expression of target
genes, which cannot be usually achieved by the existing RNA silencing approach.
However, RNA silencing-based technologies have their unique advantages and are
expected to continuously serve as a useful tool in gene function analysis and crop
improvement. For instance, complete knock-out of essential genes, using
technologies such as CRISPR/Cas9, is lethal to plants, but viable plants with partial
gene knockdown can be obtained using RNA silencing technologies that can allow
the study of the gene functions. This has been demonstrated in rice where
transformation with hpRNA libraries results in the recovery of essential genesilenced transgenic lines for further functional analysis (Wang et al., 2013). Another
advantage of the RNA silencing technologies is that it allows for tissue-specific gene
silencing using a tissue-specific promoter to drive dsRNA or hpRNA expression,
whereas genetic mutations would result in gene knock-out in all tissues. Recently the
RNA silencing technologies have been extensively exploited as a means to control
insect pests and fungal pathogens in plants, which could not be achieved using the
mutagenesis approaches. This is done either by transgenic expression in host plant
cells, or by topical application onto host plant surface, of dsRNA or hpRNA that
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targets essential genes of pests and pathogens that feed or colonize the host plant
(Eschen-Lippold et al., 2012, Guo et al., 2016, Zhang et al., 2015).
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Figure 1.3. Examples of applications of hpRNA technology.
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The majority of the demonstrated applications of the RNA silencing technologies is
based on the use of long hpRNA transgenes. One area of successful applications is to
generate virus resistance in plants. For instance, transgenic barley plants expressing
hpRNA derived from the RNA polymerase gene of barley yellow dwarf virus show
immunity to the virus (Wang and Waterhouse, 2000), and transgenic rice plants
containing a hpRNA transgene targeting multiple viral genes of the rice blackstreaked dwarf virus develop strong virus resistance (Wang et al., 2016). As natural
resistance genes are often lacking for these economically important viruses in crop
plants, the RNA silencing technologies are a fast and effective alternative for
controlling serious viral diseases. Indeed, a number of transgenic crop plants with
RNA silencing-mediated virus resistance have been approved for commercial release
(Khalid et al., 2017). In addition to the transgenic approach, spraying hpRNA onto
plant surfaces has also been shown to give virus resistance (Wang and Jin, 2017).

The hpRNA technology has also been used and continues to be explored to engineer
resistance against other types of biotic stresses. For instance, transgenic plants that
express long hpRNA targeting essential genes of insects have shown partial to strong
resistance against a number of insect pests when the respective insects feed on the
plant tissue (Jin et al., 2015, Mao and Zeng, 2014, Mao et al., 2011, Zhang et al.,
2015). Partial resistance to fungal pathogens has also been achieved by either
expressing fungal gene-targeting hpRNA in transgenic plants or by applying the
dsRNA onto leaf surfaces (McLoughlin et al., 2018). A potential advantage of the
RNA silencing approach is that it can be readily designed to target a specific or a
selected group of pests and pathogens due to sequence specificity, leaving non-target
organisms untouched.
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The long hpRNA transgene technology has been widely used to improve commercial
traits and food quality in crop plants. For instance, silencing of polyphenol oxidase in
apple plants using hpRNA transgenes has resulted in the anti-browning variety of
apple, the “Arctic Apple” (Murata et al., 2001). In addition, silencing of fatty acid
desaturase genes in cotton seed using hpRNA transgenes has resulted in improved
fatty acid compositions in cottonseed oil for human consumption (Liu et al., 2002).
Many other applications of the hpRNA transgene technology have been reported
(Guo et al., 2016).

1.5.2. Some potential problems with the hpRNA technology
Despite the widespread use of the hpRNA transgene technology, some limitations
exist that affect the efficacy and stability of its RNA silencing effect. Independent
transgenic lines often show variable levels of target gene silencing, with some lines
showing little or no silencing (Brown et al., 2003, Kerschen et al., 2004, Waterhouse
and Helliwell, 2003). All types of transgenes, such as the sense overexpression
transgenes, usually show variable expression levels in independent transgenic lines in
plants that can depend on the transgene copy number and site of integration
(Schubert et al., 2004). However, recent observations by us and others have
suggested that the long hpRNA transgenes are inherently different from other types
of transgenes and particularly prone to transcriptional gene silencing. We previously
found that hpRNA-induced silencing of the phytoene desaturase (PDS) gene is
strongly enhanced in the RdDM mutant of nrpd1 (a PolIV mutant) (Figure 1.4).
Dong et al. (2011) showed that the perfect inverted-repeat DNA structure in a PDS
hpRNA transgene is methylated and this methylation can spread to the promoter
region (Dong et al., 2011). However, when the transgene is transferred to the RdDM
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mutants the methylation in both the inverted repeat region and the promoter regions
is greatly reduced, resulting in increased production of siRNAs and stronger
silencing of the target PDS gene. These observations suggested that siRNAs from the
hpRNA direct RdDM to the transgene causing DNA methylation to the inverted
repeats, and this methylation spreads to the promoter to cause transcriptional selfsilencing of the hpRNA transgene. Thus, hpRNA transgenes are subject to selfinduced TGS compromising its ability to induce target gene silencing.

Figure 1.4 hpRNA transgenes induce stronger silencing in the RdDM mutant than in wild-type
Arabidopsis. A PDS hpRNA transgene induces strong PDS silencing in the T2 and/or F1 lines of the
PolIV mutant nrpd1 background (left), but the silencing is diminished in the F1 plants derived from
crossing with wild-type Col-0 Arabidopsis (right) (Wang MB, unpublished).
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1.6. Thesis Aims
The overall aim of this thesis is to develop improved RNA silencing technology for
use in plants. Specifically, the thesis is aimed to
1. design and test new hpRNA constructs for improved stability and efficiency of
gene silencing in plants;
2. further understand the underlying mechanism of hpRNA transgene instability
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Chapter 2. Materials and Methods
____________________________________________________________________

2.1. Plant materials and growth conditions
Plants used in the experiments included Arabidopsis thaliana (ecotype Col-0),
Nicotiana benthamiana, and transgenic Nicotiana tabacum Wisconsin 38 lines
PPGH11 and PPGH24. These are two independent single-copy lines homozygous
for the transgene expressing GUS driven by a promoter from the Cucurbita pepo PP2
gene (Wang et al., 1994). Plant seeds were sown either directly into soil, covered
with plastic film until seedlings emerged, or placed first on MS plate for germination
followed by transferring seedlings to soil in pots. Plants were grown in growth room
(16 hours light/8 hours dark) at 22-24 oC.

2.2. General molecular cloning techniques
2.2.1. Ligation of PCR fragments into the pGEM®-T Easy vector
PCR products were separated in an agarose gel in 1× TAE buffer, purified from the
gel using QIAGEN gel extraction kits, quantified using a nanodrop
spectrophotometry, and then ligated into pGEM®-T Easy vector (Promega) using the
T4 DNA ligase provided with the vector. The ligation reaction was performed as
follows: 1 µL of the pGEM®-T Easy vector, 3 µL of PCR product, 5 µL of 2×
ligation buffer and 1 µL of T4 DNA ligase. The ligation reaction was incubated at 16
C overnight and then transformed into E. coli DH5ɑ competent cells by

o

electroporation.
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2.2.2. Preparation of electro-competent E. coli DH5α cells
A single colony of E. coli DH5α was inoculated into 5 mL of LB liquid medium and
grown overnight in an incubator shaker at 37 oC. This culture was inoculated into
500 mL of YENB media (0.75% w/v yeast extract, 0.8% w/v nutrient broth) the next
morning and grown at 37 oC until OD600 value of 0.5~0.8 was reached. The culture
was cooled on ice for 10 minutes, centrifuged at 5,000 rpm for 10 minutes at 4 oC,
and the bacterial cells were resuspended with 20 mL ice-cold 10% glycerol
(autoclaved). The cell suspension was again centrifuged at 5,000 rpm for 10 minutes
at 4 oC, and the pellet re-suspended in 1 mL cold 10% glycerol. Fifty microliter
aliquots were dispensed into Eppendorf tubes, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at
-80 oC.

2.2.3. Transformation of E. coli DH5α electro-competent cells
One microlitre of the ligation reaction was mixed into 50 µL of competent E. coli
DH5α cells and electroporated at 2.0 kV (Electro Cell Manipulator, ECM-395,
BTX). Immediately after electroporation, 1 mL of liquid LB was added to the cells
and the culture incubated at 37 oC for 1 hour with shaking. The bacterial suspension
was plated on LB plates with 100 µg/mL ampicillin, overlayed with 20 µL X-gal (40
mg/mL) and 10 µL 20% IPTG to allow blue/white selection, and incubated overnight
at 37 oC. White colonies were screened for the presence of the cloned insert.

2.2.4. Extraction of plasmid DNA using alkaline lysis
Transformed single colonies (white colony) were inoculated into 2 mL of LB broth
containing appropriate antibiotics, and grown overnight at 37 oC with constant
shaking (250 rpm). Cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 15,000 rpm for 1 minute
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followed by resuspension in 100 µL Solution I (50 mM Glucose, 25 mM Tris-Cl, 10
mM EDTA, pH8). For lysis, 200 µL of freshly prepared Solution II (0.2 M NaOH,
1% SDS) was added and mixed by inverting the tubes 6-8 times and then kept on ice.
For neutralization, 150 µL cold Solution III (5 M potassium acetate solution pH4.8)
was added and mixed by inverting 6-8 times, and incubated on ice for 5 minutes. The
homogenate was centrifuged at 15,000 rpm for 5 minutes at room temperature, the
supernatant transferred to new tubes, extracted with an equal volume of chloroform,
mixed and centrifuged at 15,000 rpm for 1 minute. The supernatant was collected
and precipitated with 0.7 volume of isopropanol at room temperature for 10 minutes
and centrifuged at 15,000 rpm for 10 minutes. The DNA pellet was washed with 250
µL cold 70% ethanol, and centrifuged at 15,000 rpm for 5 minutes. The wash
solution was removed and the DNA pellets were dried in a Speed-Vac for 3 minutes
and then dissolved in 50 µL TER buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl, 1 mM EDTA, pH7.5, 20
µg/mL RNaseA).

2.2.5. Restriction enzyme digestion to confirm the presence and orientation of
the inserted DNA fragments in pGEM®-T Easy
Before sequencing, the plasmid DNA was digested with a restriction enzyme to
confirm the presence and orientation of the cloned insert. In brief, a typical 20 µL
restriction reaction comprised, 2 µL 10× Buffer, 2 µL plasmid DNA (0.1-1 µg), 1 µL
restriction enzyme and 15 µL dH2O. The digest was incubated at 37 oC for 1-2 hours
and then separated in a 1-2% 1× TBE agarose gel and visualized using a UV
illuminator (Gel DocTM XR+, Biorad).
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2.2.6. Sequencing of positive colonies
Putative E. coli clones were grown in antibiotic selection medium and the plasmid
DNA purified as previously outlined. Sequencing reactions comprised, 100-500 ng
of purified DNA (2 µL), 1 µL Big Dye (Applied Biosystems, Life Technologies), 3.5
µL 10× BD Buffer, 2.5 µL of 5 µM T7-specific primer and dH2O to a final volume
of 20 µL. For thermal cycling: 96 oC for 1 minute followed by 25 cycles of 96 oC for
10 seconds, 50 oC for 10 seconds, 60 oC for 4 minutes. The sequencing reactions
were purified by adding 3 µL NaOAc, 50 µL 100% ethanol, mixing, incubating at
room temperature for 20 minutes and centrifugation at 15,000 rpm for 15 minutes.
After removing the supernatant, the pellet was washed with 250 µL ice-cold 70%
ethanol, centrifuged at 15,000 rpm for 10 minutes, the supernatant removed, and the
pellet air-dried at RT for 3-5 minutes. The purified sequencing reaction was sent to
the Australian National University (ANU) Biomolecular Resource Facility (John
Curtin School of Medical Research) for Sanger sequencing.

2.2.7. Transfer of vectors into Agrobacterium
Vectors were transformed from E. coli DH5α into A. tumefaciens by tri-parental
mating (Liberty et al., 2008). Tri-parental mating was carried out using E. coli DH5α
carrying vectors (usually with spectinomycin resistance) as the donor strain, E. coli
HB101 carrying pRK2013 (kanamycin resistance) as the helper strain, and A.
tumefaciens LBA4404 or GV3101 (rifampicin resistance) as the recipient. A.
tumefaciens strains were grown at 28 oC on LB medium with 25 mg/L rifampicin. E.
coli HB101 bearing helper plasmid pRK2013 was grown at 37 oC on LB medium
with 50 mg/L kanamycin. E. coli DH5α caring vectors were grown at 37 oC on LB
medium with 50 mg/L spectinomycin. E. coli DH5α, E. coli HB101, and A.
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tumefaciens were cultured together on non-selective LB medium for 1-2 days at 28
o

C. The mixed bacterial culture was streated out onto LB containing both rifampicin

(25 mg/L) and spectinomycin (50 mg/L) to obtain single conjugated A. tumefaciens
colonies. The single colonies were re-grown on a LB-rifampicin/spectinomycin
medium to remove residual E. coli contamination.

2.3. Preparation of hpRNA constructs
The 200 bp GUS ORF sequence was PCR-amplified using the oligonucleotide primer
pair GUS-WT-F and GUS-WT-R (Appendix Ia), containing XhoI and BamHI sites or
HindIII and KpnI sites, respectively, to introduce these restriction enzyme sites to the
5’ and 3’ ends. The amplified fragment was inserted into the vector pGEM-T Easy
and the correct nucleotide sequence confirmed by sequencing. The GUS fragment
was excised by digestion with BamHI and HindIII and inserted into the
BamHI/HindIII site of pKannibal (Helliwell and Waterhouse, 2005), which inserted
the GUS sequence in the antisense orientation relative to the operably linked CaMV
35S promoter and OCS gene polyadenylation/transcription terminator (Ocs-T). The
resultant vector was designated pMBW606 and contained, in order 5’ to 3’, a
35S::PDK Intron::antisense GUS::Ocs-T expression cassette. This vector was the
intermediate vector used as the base vector for assembling four GUS hpRNA
constructs, as follows.

2.3.1. Perfect GUS hpRNA constructs
To prepare the vector designated hpGUS[WT] encoding the traditional hairpin RNA
molecule used as a control in the experiment, having only canonical basepairs, the
200 bp GUS PCR fragment was excised from the pGEM-T Easy plasmid with XhoI
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and KpnI, and inserted into the XhoI/KpnI sites between the 35S promoter and the
PDK intron in pMBW606. This produced the vector designated pMBW607,
containing

the

35S::sense

GUS[WT]::PDK

Intron::antisense

GUS::OCS-T

expression cassette. This cassette was excised by digestion with NotI and inserted
into the NotI site of pART27 (Gleave, 1992), resulting in the vector designated
hpGUS[WT], encoding the canonically basepaired hairpin RNA targeting the GUS
mRNA.

2.3.2. Mismatched GUS hpRNA constructs
2.3.2.1. hpGUS[1:4] constructs
A DNA fragment comprising the same 200 bp sense sequence, but in which every
fourth nucleotide of the corresponding wild-type GUS sequence was substituted, was
designed and assembled. Every 4th nucleotide in each block of 4 nucleotides
(nucleotides at positions 4, 8, 12, 16, 20 etc) was substituted by changing C’s to G’s,
G’s to C’s, A’s to T’s and T’s to A’s, leaving the other nucleotides unchanged. The
DNA fragment was assembled by annealing the overlapping oligonucleotides GUS4M-F and GUS-4M-R (Appendix Ia) and PCR extension of 3’ ends using LongAmp
Taq polymerase. The amplified DNA fragment was inserted into the pGEM-T Easy
vector and the correct nucleotide sequence was confirmed by sequencing. A DNA
fragment comprising the modified sequence was then excised by digestion with XhoI
and KpnI and inserted into the XhoI/KpnI sites of the base vector pMBW606. This
produced the construct designated pMBW609, containing the expression cassette
35S::sense GUS[1:4]::PDK Intron::antisense GUS::OCS-T. This expression cassette
was excised with NotI digestion and inserted into the NotI site of pART27, resulting
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in the vector designated hpGUS[1:4], encoding the 1:4 mismatched hairpin RNA
molecule.

2.3.2.2. hpGUS[2:10] constructs
A DNA fragment comprising the same 200 bp sense sequence, but in which every
ninth and tenth nucleotide of the corresponding wild-type GUS sequence was
substituted, was designed and assembled. Each 9th and 10th nucleotide in each block
of 10 nucleotides (nucleotides at positions 9, 10, 19, 20, 29, 30 etc) was substituted
by changing C’s to G’s, G’s to C’s, A’s to T’s and T’s to A’s, leaving the other
nucleotides unchanged.

The DNA fragment was assembled by annealing the

overlapping oligonucleotides GUS-10M-F and GUS-10M-R (Appendix Ia) and PCR
extension of 3’ ends using LongAmp Taq polymerase. The amplified DNA fragment
was inserted into pGEM-T Easy and the correct nucleotide sequence was confirmed
by sequencing. A DNA fragment comprising the modified sequence was then
excised by digestion with XhoI and KpnI and inserted into the XhoI/KpnI sites of the
base vector pMBW606. This produced the construct designated pMBW610,
containing the expression cassette 35S::sense GUS[2:10]::PDK Intron::antisense
GUS::OCS-T. This expression cassette was excised with NotI digestion and inserted
into the NotI site of pART27, resulting in the vector designated hpGUS[2:10],
encoding the 2:10 mismatched hairpin RNA molecule.

2.3.3. G:U basepaired GUS hpRNA constructs
A DNA fragment comprising the same 200 nucleotide sense sequence, but in which
all 52 cytidine nucleotides (C) of the corresponding wild-type GUS region were
substituted with thymidine nucleotides (T), was assembled by annealing the
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overlapping oligonucleotides GUS-GU-F and GUS-GU-R (Appendix Ia) and PCR
extension of the 3’ ends using the high-fidelity LongAmp Taq polymerase (NEB,
catalogue number M0323S). The amplified DNA fragment was inserted into the
pGEM-T Easy vector and the correct nucleotide sequence was confirmed by
sequencing. A DNA fragment comprising the modified sequence was then excised
by digestion with XhoI and KpnI and inserted into the XhoI/KpnI sites of the base
vector pMBW606. This produced the construct designated pMBW608, containing
the expression cassette 35S::sense GUS[G:U]::PDK Intron::antisense GUS::OCS-T.
This expression cassette was excised with NotI digestion and inserted into the NotI
site of pART27, resulting in the vector designated hpGUS[G:U], encoding the G:U
basepaired hairpin RNA molecule.

2.3.4. Perfect and G:U basepaired EIN2 (ethylene-insensitive 2), CHS (chalcone
synthase), EIN2:CHS fusion, and PDS (phytoene desaturase) hpRNA constructs
DNA fragments spanning the 200 bp regions of the wild-type EIN2 and CHS cDNAs
were PCR-amplified from Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 cDNA using the
oligonucleotide primer pairs EIN2wt-F and EIN2wt-R or CHSwt-F and CHSwt-R
(Appendix Ia), respectively. The fragments were inserted into pGEMT-Easy as for
the GUS hairpin constructs. DNA fragments comprising the 200 bp modified sense
EIN2[G:U] and CHS[G:U] fragments or the 200 bp modified antisense EIN2[G:U]
and modified antisense CHS[G:U] fragments, each flanked by restriction enzyme
sites, were assembled by annealing of the respective pairs of oligonucleotides,
EIN2gu-F + EIN2gu-R, CHSgu-F + CHSgu-R, asEIN2gu-F + asEIN2gu-R, and
asCHSgu-F + asCHSgu-R (Appendix Ia), followed by PCR extension of 3’ ends
using LongAmp Taq polymerase. All the G:U-modified PCR fragments were cloned
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into pGEM-T Easy vector and the intended nucleotide sequences confirmed by
sequencing.

The

CHS[WT]::EIN2[WT],

CHS[G:U]:EIN2[G:U],

and

asCHS[G:U]::asEIN2[G:U] fusion fragments were prepared by ligating the
appropriate CHS and EIN2 DNA fragments at the common XbaI site in the pGEM-T
Easy plasmid.

DNA fragments of 450 bp wild-type and C-to-T converted sequence of PDS cDNA
(Appendix II) were synthesized by GeneArtTM. Similar to the GUS, EIN2 and CHS
sequences, the wild-type PDS sequence was flanked by XhoI/BamHI sites at the 5’
end and HindIII/KpnI sites at the 3’ end, whereas the C-to-T converted PDS
sequence flanked by XhoI and KpnI at the 5’ and 3’ ends respectively.

The 35S::sense fragment::PDK intron::antisense fragment::OCS-T cassettes were
prepared in an analogous manner as for the hpGUS constructs. Essentially, the
antisense fragments were excised from the respective plasmids by digestion with
HindIII and BamHI, and inserted into pKannibal between the BamHI and HindIII
sites so they would be in the antisense orientation relative to the 35S promoter. The
sense fragments were then excised from the respective plasmids using XhoI and KpnI
and inserted into the same sites of the appropriate antisense-containing clone. All of
the cassettes in the pKannibal vector were then excised with NotI and inserted into
pART27 to form the final binary vectors for plant transformation.
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2.4. Plant transformation
2.4.1. Stable transformation of N. tabacum
All four GUS hpRNA constructs were used to transform the homozygous GUSexpressing PPGH11 and PPGH24 plants using the Agrobacterium-mediated leaf-disk
method (Ellis et al., 1987). The Agrobacterium (LBA4404) strains carrying the
different constructs were streaked onto LB solid medium (supplemented with 25
µg/mL rifampicin and 50 µg/mL spectinomycin) from a glycerol stock and incubated
at 28 oC for 48 hours. Single colonies were selected and spread onto new LB solid
medium (supplemented with 25 µg/mL rifampicin and 50 µg/mL spectinomycin) to
propagate a bacterial lawn. The Agrobacterium was resuspended using 20 mL of MS
broth and the suspension transferred to deep Petri dishes. Fully expanded tobacco
leaves were immersed in the Agrobacterium suspension, sliced into small pieces
(about 1cm  1cm), blotted onto sterile filter papers to eliminate excess bacterial
suspension and then placed onto MSO medium (Appendix III), adaxial down, at 26
o

C. After 2 days of co-cultivation with Agrobacterium, the explants were rinsed in

sterile water and blotted with sterile filter papers to remove excess bacterial cells.
The leaf explants were transferred to MS9 medium (Appendix III; supplemented
with 50 µg/mL of kanamycin and 100 µg/mL timentin), adaxial side up, and
maintained in a growth room at 26 oC. The explants were sub-cultured to fresh MS9
medium after the first two weeks. Individual shoots were excised from callus tissue
and transferred to MS4 medium (Appendix III; supplemented with 50 µg/mL of
kanamycin and 100 µg/mL timentin) to encourage root development. Once roots
were formed, regenerated plants were transferred to soil in the glasshouse at 25 oC
under natural light and maintained for about 4 weeks before assaying for GUS
activity. When assayed, the transgenic plants were healthy and actively growing and
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in appearance were identical to non-transformed control plants and the parental
PPGH11 and PPGH24 plants.

2.4.2. Stable transformation of A. thaliana
Agrobacterium strain GV3101, carrying the EIN2, CHS fusion EIN2/CHS, and PDS
hpRNA constructs, was activated by streaking on LB plates with 25 µg/mL
rifampicin and 50 µg/mL spectinomycin. The bacteria were cultured at 28 ℃ for 48
hours, and then seeded to 100 ml of liquid LB media (supplemented with 25 µg/mL
rifampicin and 50 µg/mL spectinomycin), again incubated at 28 ℃ for 48 hours. The
Agrobacterium cells were collected by centrifugation at 15,000 rpm for 15 minutes
and resuspended to OD600 = 0.8 in 5% sucrose solution. Before dipping, Silwet L77 ® (Helena) was added to a concentration of 0.03% (300 µL/L). Wild-type
Arabidopsis, Col-0, and Ler were grown until the flowering stage. Flower buds were
dipped in Agrobacterium suspension for 10 to 20 seconds, with gentle agitation.
Dipped plants were covered loosely with cling film and left on laboratory bench
overnight. The following day, plastic cover was removed, and the inoculated plants
were returned to the growth room. After one week, these plants were dipped with the
same Agrobacterium strains again to improve the rates of transformation.

Mature seeds were sterilized by chlorine gas (generated by the reaction of 100 mL
bleach and 3 mL concentrated HCl) for 3 hours in a desiccator jar in the fume hood.
Arabidopsis seeds, harvested from floral dipping, were further sterilized with bleach:
100% ethanol (1:2) mixture for 10 minutes, followed by four washes with 100%
ethanol. After liquid-phase sterilization, seeds were dried completely in a laminar
flow hood. Dried seeds were spread on MS plates containing 50 µg/mL kanamycin
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plus 150 µg/mL timentin, 200 µg/ml cefotaxime, or 25 µg/ml Meropenem Ranbaxy
to inhibit Agrobacterium growth, cold treated at 4 ℃ for 2 days under dark
conditions, and then transferred to a growth room. After 1-2 weeks, transformants
were identified as germinating seedlings with expanding green leaves and long roots
or germinating seedlings with bleached cotyledons (for hpPDS constructs). Multiple
transgenic lines were obtained for all constructs (Appendix IV). The phenotype of
PDS silencing was recorded for the primary (T1) transformants. The surviving T1
lines of PDS hpRNA constructs, and those of EIN2 and CHS constructs, were
transferred to soil, self-fertilised and grown to maturity. Seed collected from these
plants (T2 seed) was used to establish T2 plants, analysed for EIN2 and CHS
silencing and screened for lines that were homozygous for the transgene.

2.5. Fluorimetric 4-methylumbelliferyl-β-D-glucuronide (MUG) assay
Young leaf tissue of N. tabacum W38 plants, usually harvested from two leaves of
each plant, was ground to fine powder in liquid nitrogen. Approximately 200 mg was
mixed with 120 µL of protein extraction buffer (50 mM NaPO4, pH 7; 10 mM
EDTA; 0.1% Triton X-100; 0.1% Sarkosyl; 10 mM β-mercaptoethanol), the mixture
centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 10 minutes in a cold room before the supernatant was
transferred to a 96-well plate on ice. 5 µL of each sample was added into 100 µL of
dH2O and 100 µL of MUG solution (7 mg MUG/10 mL protein extraction buffer) in
a 96-well fluorometric plate placed on ice and mixed by pipetting. The plate was
placed in a 37 oC water bath for 2 minutes before analysis in a fluorescence reader
(Wallac Victor 2™ 1420 Multilabel Counter -Perkin Elmer), measured at 37 oC for
17 times with 50 seconds between each two time points, with an excitation
wavelength of 355 nm and an emission wavelength of 460 nm.
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To normalize the relative GUS activity, the protein concentration of each of the
samples was estimated using Bradford assay (160 µL of dH2O and 40 µL of Bio-Rad
reagent) in a 96-well microtitre plate. Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) was used as a
protein standard withconcentration ranging from 0 to 5.5 mg. Finally, relative GUS
activity was calculated as a slope of MUG reaction curve /protein concentration.

2.6. Analysis of EIN2 silencing phenotypes
For EIN2 silencing assay, sterilized seeds were plated on 1/2MS salt medium
(Appendix III) containing 5mg/L 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid (ACC).
The plates were imbibed for 3 days at 4 oC in the dark, transferred to 22 oC under
lights for 10 hours to improve germination, and then incubated for 4 days in the dark.
Around 10-12 seedlings from each transgenic line, representing the overall hypocotyl
length distribution, were selected from the MS salt medium and positioned
horizontally onto agar plates containing blue stain to visualize hypocotyl length. The
hypocotyl length of the seedlings was photographed using a digital camera and
measured using ImageJ (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij).

2.7. Isolation of DNA, small RNA and large RNA
2.7.1. Isolation of DNA and RNA with lithium chloride
To isolate large RNA, approximately 2 g of young leaves were ground to fine
powder in liquid nitrogen in the presence of sand. 2 mL RNA extraction buffer (100
mM LiCl, 1% SDS, 100 mM Tris pH9.0 and 10 mM EDTA) and 2 mL phenol were
mixed and mixture was heated in boiling water and added into the powder. After
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thorough mixing by inversion, the samples were allowded to cool to room
temperature, mixed with 2 mL of chloroform on a wheel for up to 30 min, and
centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 15 minutes. The supernatant was transferred to a fresh 10
mL tube and was extracted again with 2 mL chloroform. 8 M LiCl (1/3 volume of the
supernatant) was added and then incubated at 4 oC overnight. The sample was
centrifuged at 4,000 rpm for 10 minutes to pellet the large RNA fraction, while the
supernatant was transferred to a fresh 10 mL tube for genomic DNA and small RNA
isolation. The large RNA pellet was washed with 80% cold ethanol and re-suspended
in diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC)-treated H2O. To isolate the small RNA and DNA,
one volume of isopropanol was added to the supernatant from the previous step, kept
at room temperature for 1-4 hours, centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 20 minutes, washed
with 80% ethanol, dried and resuspended in 100 µL dH2O.

2.7.2. Isolation of total RNA with Trizol
Total RNA from plant tissues was extracted using TRIzol® Reagent (Ambion®
USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. In brief, approximately 0.1g of
young leaf sample was harvested, frozen immediately in liquid nitrogen, and ground
to a fine powder. Homogenised samples were mixed with 1 mL TRIzol®, incubated
at room temperature for 10 minutes, and centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 10 minutes at
4 oC. After centrifugation, the supernatants were transferred to a new tube, 0.2 mL
chloroform was added and mixed, followed by incubation at room temperature for 3
minutes, and centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 15 minutes. The aqueous upper phase
was carefully transferred to a new tube. 0.5 mL isopropanol was added to the tube,
incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes, and centrifuged for 10 minutes to
obtain RNA pellets. The pelleted RNA was washed with 75% cold ethanol and
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centrifuged for 5 minutes at maximum speed. The pelleted RNA was dried and
resuspended in DEPC-treated water.

2.7.3. Isolation DNA with CTAB
The genomic DNA was isolated from plant leaves using a Cetyltrimethyl
Ammonium Bromide (CTAB) method. Approximately, 800 mg of young leaf tissue
was harvested and ground to a fine powder in the liquid nitrogen. 2 mL of preheated (65 oC) 2 CTAB buffer (2% w/v CTAB, 1 M Tris pH8.0, 0.5 M EDTA
pH8.0, 5 M NaCl, 1% w/v PVP-40) was added to the power and incubated at 65 oC in
a water bath for 30 minutes with occasional shaking. The samples were centrifuged
at maximum speed for 1 minute, and the supernatant transferred to new tubes. The
supernatant was extracted twice with 1 mL of chloroform: Iso Amyl Alcohol (24:1)
and following centrifugation the DNA was precipitated by adding an equal volume
of isopropanol to the supernatant and incubating at RT for 30 minutes. The resulting
pellet was washed in 70% ethanol and resuspended in 50 μL dH2O containing
RNaseA (1 µg/mL) and stored at -20 oC.

2.8. Northern blot hybridization
2.8.1. Formaldehyde-agarose gel electrophoresis and blotting
For northern blot hybridization of large RNA molecules, the formaldehyde-agarose
gel was used. Typically, 1.3 g of agarose was melted in a microwave oven in 85 ml
H2O, cooled down, and then 5 ml 40% formaldehyde and 10 ml 10× MOPS buffer
(Appendix III) were added, and the gel mix poured to a gel rig and left to set in a
fume hood. RNA sample (~5.5 µl) was mixed with 1 µl 10× MOPS buffer, 10 µl
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formamide, 3.5 µl formaldehyde and ethidium bromide, heat denatured at 65 C for
10 min, and 3.5 µl 6× loading dye (NEB) added. Before sample loading, the gel was
run at 1× MOPS buffer at 50 volts for 5 min. Once samples were loaded, the gel was
run at 50 volts until the lower blue dye reached the desired distance. RNA in the gel
was transferred overnight to Hybond-N membrane (GE Healthcare) in 10× SSC
buffer (Appendix III) using capillary transfer according to Shambrook et al (1989).
The blotted RNA membrane was UV cross-linked using a Stratalinker UV
Crosslinker (Stragene, Sydney, Australia) before hybridization.

2.8.2. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of small RNA and blotting
To perform small RNA gel electrophoresis, 40 mL of 17% denaturing Acrylamide
gel was prepared (17 mL 40% Acrylamide/Bis (19:1), 4 mL 10× TBE, 7 mL dH2O,
16.8 g urea, 240 µL 10% APS, and 20 µL TEMED). The solution was poured into a
pre-assembled gel rig and allowed to set before being used for electrophoresis. For
sample loading, 20 µg of each RNA sample (8-10 µL) was added to 12 µL of
deionized formamide/BPBB/XCFF (10 mL formamide, 10 mg Bromophenol blue,
and 10 mg Xylenecyanol). To denature RNA, the samples were heated in boiling
water for 2 minutes and then immediately cooled on ice for 5 minutes. The RNA
samples were loaded into the wells and the gel was run in a 1× TBE buffer
(Appendix III) at 200-300 volts, for 4-5 hours until the lower blue dye had migrated
to three-quarters of the gel. Following electrophoresis, the gel was transferred to
HyBond-N+ membrane (GE Healthcare) by electro-blotting in 0.5× TBE buffer at 40
volts for 1-1.5 hours. The blotted RNA membrane was UV cross-linked using a
Stratalinker UV Crosslinker (Stragene, Sydney, Australia) before hybridization.
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2.8.3. Probe preparation
RNA probe was used for all northern blot hybridization. A target gene sequence was
cloned into a pGEM-T easy vector (Promega), and linearized from one end of the
DNA insert using an appropriate restriction enzyme. The linearized DNA fragment
was used as a template for the synthesis of radioactive RNA transcript according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, approximately 0.2 µg of linearized DNA
was used in a 20 µL in vitro-transcription reaction consisting of 4 µL of 5×
transcription buffer, 2 µL of 0.1 M DTT, 1 µL of RNase Block II, 4 µL of
ATP/GTP/CTP (2.5 mM each), 0.25 µl of 1 mM UTP, 4 µL of [α-32P] UTP
(PerkinElmer) and 1 µL of T7 or SP6 RNA polymerase. The reaction mix was
incubated at 37 oC for 1 hour and treated with 1 µL of RNase-free DNase for 10
minutes to remove the DNA template. The labelled RNA probe was diluted to 50 µL
with DEPEC water and purified using G-25 columns (GE Healthcare) to remove
unincorporated nucleotides. For large RNA hybridization, the purified probe was
used directly. However, for small RNA hybridization, the purified RNA probe 3 was
fragmented into around 50 nt in size as follows: 300 µL of 200mM sodium carbonate
solution was added and incubated at 60 oC for 1.5-2 hours.

2.8.4. Pre-hybridization and hybridization
After blotting and UV cross-linking, the membrane was dried on filter paper and
placed in a hybridization tube, RNA side up. The membrane was pre-hybridised in
50 mL sRNA hybridization buffer (25 mL formamide, 5 mL 10% SDS, 12.5 mL 20×
SSPE (3.0 M NaCl, 0.2 M NaH2PO4, 0.02 M EDTA, adjust to pH7.4 with 10 M
NaOH), 2.5 mL 100× Denhardt’s solution, 5 mL dH2O) in a rotator oven for 1.5-2
hours at 55 oC (for large RNA) or 42 oC (for small RNA). The hybridization buffer
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was reduced to 20 mL, the probe was added into the buffer and hybridization was
allowed overnight at 55 oC or 42 oC.

2.8.5. Washing and visualization
Following overnight hybridization, the hybridization buffer and probe was discarded
and the membrane was rinsed briefly with 2× SSC buffer. For large RNA blots, the
membrane was washed twice for 20 min at 65 oC with PSE buffer (Appendix III),
twice for 20 min at 65 C with PES buffer (Appendix III), rinsed with 2× SSC at
room temperature. For small RNA blots, the membrane was wished twice with 2×
SSC+0.2% SDS for 20 minutes at 42 oC. To visualize RNA bands, the membrane
was sealed in a plastic bag, exposed to a Phosphor Imager screen and imaged using
the FLA-9500 imaging system (Fujifilm). To remove the signal to allow detection of
other transcripts, the membranes were stripped using a boiling solution of 0.1% SDS
and allowed to cool to room temperature. Repeated treatments were used until the
probe was completely removed. When the membrane had strong background
radioactive signals that could not be washed off, RNase A treatment was performed:
the membrane was treated for 15 min at room temperature with 2× SSC containing 2
µg/ml RNase A, and the solution discarded and the membrane was rinsed briefly in
2× SSC (for small RNA blot) or washed at 65 oC with 0.1×SSC with 10%SDS (for
large RNA blot) and exposed.
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2.9. Southern blot hybridization
2.9.1. Preparation of samples and blotting
Approximately 25 µg of genomic DNA was digested with HindIII (NEB) at 37 oC
overnight, purified using phenol: chloroform, ethanol precipitation and 70 % ethanol
wash, and then dissolved in 20 µL TE buffer. The resuspended DNA samples were
mixed with 5 µL loading buffer and separated in 0.8% agarose gel containing 0.5
µg/mL ethidium bromide. The gel was run at 50 volts overnight in TBE buffer until
the lower bromophenol blue dye had migrated to the bottom of the gel. For DNA
transfer, the agarose gel was incubated in 0.125 M HCl for 10 minutes to fractionate
the large DNA fragments, followed by 2 ×15 minutes in denaturation buffer (0.5 M
NaOH, 1.5 M NaCl) and 2 ×15 minutes in neutralization buffer (0.5 M Tris-HCl and
3 M NaCl pH7.5). The agarose gel was rinsed with dH2O between each treatment.
The DNA in the gel was then blotted to the HyBond-N+ membrane (GE Healthcare)
overnight using 20× SSC buffer by the capillary method as described by Southern
(1975). Following transfer, the DNA was fixed to the membrane by UV cross-linking
with a Stratalinker UV Crosslinker (Stragene, Sydney, Australia).

2.9.2. Probe preparation
Around 100 ng of DNA was used for labelling with [α-32P] dCTP in a 50 µL reaction
using the DecaLabel DNA Labeling Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. The labelled DNA probe was purified using G-25
columns (GE Healthcare).
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2.9.3. Pre‐hybridization and hybridization
After blotting, the membrane was dried on filter paper for pre-hybridisation and
probing. The membrane was pre-hybridised in 50 mL pre-hybridisation solution
(12.5 mL 20× SSPE, 2.5 mL 100× Denhardt’s, 2.5 mL 10% SDS, 0.5 mL 10 mg/mL
Salmon DNA, 25 mL formamide, and 7 mL dH2O) for 2-5 hours at 42 oC in a rotator
oven. The pre-hybridization buffer was reduced to 30 mL, the probe heat-denatured
in 50 µL formamide using a boiling water bath for 2 minutes, and then added to the
hybridization buffer for incubation at 42 oC overnight.

2.9.4. Washing and visualization
After overnight hybridization, the probe/hybridization solution was collected for
future use, and the membrane was subjected to several washes. Simply, the
membrane was washed twice for 10 minutes with low stringency buffer (2× SSPE
+0.1% SDS) at room temperature, and then twice for 10 minutes with high
stringency buffer (1× SSPE+0.1% SDS) at 60-65 oC. After washing, the membrane
was exposed to a Phsphor imager screen and imaged using the FLA-9500 imaging
system (Fujifilm).

2.10. Quantitative real-time RT-PCR (RT-qPCR)
2.10.1. Primer design
Nucleotide sequences for EIN2 and CHS were obtained from the online database
(TAIR, http://www.arabidopsis.org/). Primers for qRT-PCR were designed against
the cDNA sequences. Primers used in this study are shown in Appendix Ib.
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2.10.2. DNase treatment of RNA
To remove residual genomic DNA, 10 µg of RNA sample was incubated in the
presence of 4 µL (0.05 unit/µL) RQ1 RNase-free DNase (Promega) and 5 µL 10×
RQ Buffer (Promega) in 50 µl volume, at 37 oC for 20 minutes. After incubation, 50
µL phenol: chloroform: IAA (25:24:1) was added and mixed thoroughly by
vortexing. Following centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 5 minutes and transfer of the
50 µL supernatant to a fresh tube, 5 µL of 3 M NaAc and 125 µL of 100% ethanol
was added for precipitation on ice for 10 minutes. The RNA was pelleted by
centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 10 minutes, and washed with 200 µL 75% ethanol.
Following centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 10 minutes, the supernatant was
removed, the pellet dried, and then resuspended in 10 µL of DEPC-treated water to
be used as a template for cDNA synthesis.

2.10.3. cDNA synthesis
2 µg of RNA was primed using 1 µL of 5 µM Oligo dT22 and 2 µL of 5× First Strand
Buffer at 65 oC for 4 minutes and chilled on ice for 3 minutes. The cDNA was then
synthesized in a reaction containing: 4 µL of 5× First Strand Buffer, 2 µL of 0.1 M
DTT, 6 µL of 0.5 mM dNTP, 1 µL of RNase Out, 2 µL of 200 U/µL Superscript III
RT and 5 µL dH2O. The reaction was incubated at 50 oC for 60 minutes, diluted to
200 µL with DEPC-treated H2O and stored at -20 oC.

2.10.4. Quantitative real-time PCR
qPCR reactions were performed in triplicates using a Corbett 2000 Rotor-Gene realtime PCR machine (Corbett Research). The reaction was prepared using the
following components: 5 µL DNA (diluted cDNA), 10 µL Power SYBR® Green
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PCR Master Mix (Invitrogen), 1 µL forward and reverse primer mix (10 µM), and 3
µL dH2O. PCR reactions were performed using the following conditions: 95 oC for 2
minutes, 40 cycles of 95 °C for 30 seconds and 60 oC for 30 seconds. House-keeping
genes AT3G18780 (Actin 2) and AT2G26250 (FDH) were used as reference genes
to normalize data. Data analysis was performed using the ΔΔCt method (Schmittgen
and Livak, 2008).

2.11. DNA methylation analysis
2.11.1. McrBC-PCR
Plant genomic DNA (~500 ng) was digested with 30 units of McrBC (NEB) in a 50
µL reaction volume at 37 oC overnight. For McrBC-minus controls, the same amount
of DNA was incubated overnight at 37 oC in 50 µL reaction volumes containing the
same buffer, but without the McrBC enzyme. 1 µL (50 ng) of digested and
undigested DNA of each sample was used to set up PCR reactions using Taq DNA
polymerase along with ThermoPol buffer (NEB). The PCR product was
electrophoresed on a 2% agarose gel, stained with ethidium bromide, and visualized
by UV illumination.

2.11.2. McrBC-qPCR
qPCR of McrBC-digested and undigested DNA was performed using SYBR Green
Jump Start Taq Ready Mix (Sigma) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
The reaction was run on a Rotor-GeneTM 6000 (QIAGEN) machine with three
biological replicates. Primers used in this qPCR reaction were listed in Appendix Ib.
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2.11.3. Bisulfite sequencing
2.11.3.1. Bisulfite conversion
Bisulfite conversion and purification were performed using the EpiTect Bisulfite kit
(QIAGEN) following the procedures recommended by the manufacturer.

2.11.3.2. Bisulfite PCR
Bisulfite PCR was performed as a nested PCR (two PCR reactions). In the first PCR
reaction, 2 µL of converted DNA was amplified in a 20 µL reaction consisting of 1×
DNA Polymerase buffer (NEB), 0.2 mM dNTPs, 0.05 unit/µL of Taq DNA
Polymerase (NEB), 0.5 uM forward primer, and 0.5 uM reverse primer. The PCR
reaction was performed under the following conditions: 1 cycle of 94 oC for 3
minutes, 10 cycles of 94 oC for 1 minutes, 50 oC for 2.5 minutes and 68 oC for 1.5
minutes and 30 cycles of 94 oC for 1 minutes, 55 oC for 1.5 minutes and 68 oC for 1.5
minutes. In the second PCR reaction, 1 µL of the first PCR product was added into a
mixture consisting of the same components as used in the first PCR reaction and was
performed under the same PCR cycling conditions. The PCR products from the
second PCR were purified using an UltraClean DNA Purification Kit (MO BIO)
following the manufacturer’s instructions. An aliquot was separated in a 1.5% TBE
gel to verify the correct size and integrity of the product.

2.11.3.3. Sequencing PCR reaction
Approximately 50-200ng of purified bisulfite PCR product was sequenced in a 20 µL
reaction consisting of 1× BigDye Terminator V3.1 premix (Applied Biosystems), 1×
BigDye Buffer and 0.5 µM of the second forward primer. The sequencing reaction
was performed under the following conditions: 1 cycle of 95 oC for 3 minutes, 25
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cycles of 95 oC for 10 seconds, 50 oC for 10 seconds and 60 oC for 4 minutes. The
sequencing products were ethanol precipitated, washed, dried and analyzed at the
John Curtin School of Medical Research, ANU, Canberra. The sequencing data were
analyzed using the software Cytosine Methylation Analysis Tool for Everyone
(cyMATE; http”//www.cymate.org).
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Chapter 3. Testing of new hpRNA construct designs using
β-glucuronidase (GUS) reporter gene as target
_____________________________________________________________________

3.1. Introduction
RNA silencing, a fundamental plant defence and gene control mechanism in plants,
is directed by 20-24 nt small interfering RNA (siRNA) and microRNA (miRNA)
molecules. Hairpin RNA (hpRNA) transgene silencing technology has proven to be a
powerful tool in gene function studies and crop improvement (Eamens et al., 2008,
Guo et al., 2016). However, as discussed in the literature review, conventional
hpRNA transgenes are subject to transcriptional self-silencing, presumably due to the
perfect

inverted-repeat

structure

and

siRNA-directed

DNA

methylation,

compromising the efficiency of target gene silencing and long-term stability of the
RNAi effect. In this chapter, I describe the design and testing of three hpRNA
constructs with mismatches to disrupt the perfect inverted-repeat structure in model
plants tobacco, using the ß-glucuronidase (GUS) reporter gene as the target.

The GUS reporter gene provides a simple and convenient assay system that has been
used to measure silencing efficiency (Jefferson, 1987, Wang and Waterhouse, 2000).
Nicotiana tabacum (tobacco) plants constitutively expressing the GUS target gene
were used to test the efficiency of the modified hpRNA constructs. I generated large
numbers of transgenic plants containing both the modified hpRNA constructs and a
conventional construct, analysed the plants for GUS silencing efficiency, and
performed northern and southern blot hybridization experiments to characterise the
plants.
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This chapter was aimed to answer
i)

if the modified hpRNA constructs could improve RNAi efficiency in the

transgenic plants;
ii)

if differences in gene silencing efficiency would persist in progeny plants;

and
iii)

if the modified hpRNAs were processed in the same manner as the

conventional hpRNA in the transgenic plants.

3.2. Results
3.2.1. Construct designs
Four types of GUS hpRNA constructs were designed and prepared, which all target
the same 200 nt region of the GUS coding sequence (nt. 801-1000 from the
translational start codon ATG). These included the conventional perfect hpRNA
construct (hpGUS[WT]) and three mismatched hpRNA constructs, hpGUS[G:U],
hpGUS[1:4] and hpGUS[2:10] (Figure 3.1). All four constructs were built into the
pKannibal (Helliwell and Waterhouse, 2005), so the sense and antisense sequences
were separated by the pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase (PDK) intron, and the
expression of hpRNA was driven by the cauliflower mosaic virus 35S promoter
(Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1. Schematic diagrams of the four GUS hpRNA constructs and target GUS construct in
PPGH11 and PPGH24 plants. 35S, the longer version (~1.3 kb) of the cauliflower mosaic virus 35S
promoter; 35S’, a shorter version (337 bp from nt. -285 to +50) of the 35S promoter from pTRA151
(Zheng et al., 1991); OCS-T, NOS-T, TML-T, the transcriptional terminator sequences of the
Agrobacterium tumefaciens octopine synthase, nopaline synthase, and tumour morphology large
genes, respectively; HPT, hygromycin phosphotransferase gene; PP2-P, the Cucurbit pepo PP2
protein gene promoter.

In the hpGUS[G:U] construct, all cytosine (C) nucleotides in the sense sequence
were converted to thymine (T) nucleotides (Figure 3.2), but the antisense sequence
remained to be wild-type to ensure that the antisense siRNAs match the target
mRNA perfectly to induce effective silencing. This design principle also applies to
hpGUS[1:4] and hpGUS[2:10]. As a result of the C to T conversions, the predicted
hpGUS[G:U] RNA had 52 G:U basepairs (instead of G:C basepairs in hpGUS[WT])
and 148 canonical basepairs, i.e. 26% of the nucleotides of the double-stranded
region were involved in G:U basepairs. The structural stability of hpGUS[G:U] RNA
was reduced compared to hpGUS[WT] RNA, with free energy of -331.73 kcal/mol
in comparison to -471.73 kcal/mol for the hpGUS[WT] RNA. For the hpGUS[1:4]
construct, every 4th nucleotide of the 200 bp sense GUS sequence was substituted
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relative to the corresponding wild-type sense sequence, whereby a nucleotide C was
changed to G, G changed to C, A changed to T, and T changed to A (Figure 3.2).
These nucleotides substitutions therefore did not change the G/C content of the sense
sequence. The predicted hpRNA of this modified construct had folding free energy
of -214.05 kcal/mol, less stable than the hpGUS[G:U] RNA. We initially planned to
also prepare a construct with one mismatch in every three nucleotides, but RNA fold
prediction showed that the desired hpRNA structure could not be formed due to the
high number of mismatches. The hpGUS[2:10] construct was designed to have two
mismatches in every 10 nucleotides along the 200 bp GUS sequence. Every 9th and
10th nucleotide in each block of 10 nucleotides was substituted relative to the
corresponding wild-type sense sequence, and like in hpGUS[1:4], the mismatches
were created by changing C nucleotides to G, G changed to C, A changed to T and T
changed to A (Figure 3.2). The predicted hpGUS[2:10] RNA is structurally more
stable than hpGUS[1:4], but less stable than the hpGUS[WT] and hpGUS[G:U], with
free energy of -302.78 kcal/mol.
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Figure 3.2. Alignment of the sense nucleotide sequences of the mismatched hpRNA constructs with the wild-type GUS coding sequence.
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3.2.2. Analysis of GUS silencing in transgenic N. tabacum plants
3.2.2.1. The hpGUS[G:U] and hpGUS[1:4] constructs induce relatively uniform
GUS silencing
In order to test the silencing efficiency of modified GUS hpRNAs constructs, I
transformed the conventional and modified GUS hpRNA constructs into tobacco
plants using the Agrobacterium-mediated leaf disk method (Ellis et al., 1987). The
target plants were from two homozygous, independent transgenic lines, PPGH11 and
PPGH24, each containing a single-copy insertion of a GUS transgene from a
construct pWBPPGH which is driven by the Cucurbita pepo PP2 gene (Wang et al.,
1994) promoter. There were two reasons for choosing the PP2-GUS plants as the
testing plants: i) they give constitutively high levels of GUS expression equivalent to
a 35S-GUS plant; ii) the PP2 promoter came from an endogenous gene with a
different sequence to the 35S promoter used to drive the expression of the hpRNA
transgenes, which therefore would not be subject to transcriptional co-suppression by
the incoming 35S promoter.

I analysed GUS expression levels in the leaves of these primary transgenic plants
using MUG assay as described in Chapter 2, and the representative data are shown in
Figure 3.3, showing GUS activity (MUG units in the assay) for independent
transgenic plants. For easy comparison of GUS silencing efficiency among the
different hpRNA transgenic populations, I classified the GUS-silenced plants into
two categories, the strongly silenced lines that expressed 10% or less of the GUS
activity in the untransformed control plants, and the weakly silenced lines with 1030% of the GUS activity in control plants. The lines with above 30% of the GUS
activity in control plants were regarded as having almost no silencing.
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Figure 3.3. GUS activity in indepent T0 plants transformed with the conventional and modified hpRNA constructs. Each bar represents an independent T0 transgenic
plant or an individual sibling plant of the untransformed PPGH11 and PPGH24 control (NT). The dashed green and pink lines indicate the 30% and 10% GUS activity levels
of the PPGH11 and PPGH24 control.
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GUS silencing frequencies by the four constructs according to this classification is
summarised in Table 3.1. The traditional hpGUS[WT] construct induced strong GUS
silencing in 35 of the 59 transgenic plants tested (59.3%). However, 9 plants showed
weak GUS silencing and 15 plants showed almost no silencing. The hpGUS[WT]
transgenic plants therefore showed a wide range of GUS silencing efficiency, which
was typical for conventional hairpin designs (Smith et al., 2000).

In clear contrast, the hpGUS[G:U] construct induced consistent and uniform
silencing across the independent transgenic lines, with 71 of the 74 independent lines
(95.9%) that were tested showing strong GUS silencing. With the hpGUS[1:4]
construct, all the 33 transgenic plants tested showed GUS silencing, but only 10
(30.3%) showed strong GUS silencing. This result indicated that hpGUS[1:4]
induced weaker but more uniform levels of GUS silencing across the transgenic lines
compared to hpGUS[WT]. The hpGUS[2:10] construct performed more like the
hpGUS[WT] construct, inducing strong silencing in some lines (28 of 41, or 68.3%)
and gave almost no GUS silencing in the remaining 13 plants.
Table 3.1. Summary of GUS gene silencing by the four hpRNA constructs based on MUG assay
data.

Constructs

Total No.

Strong silencing

Weak silencing

Almost no silencing

transgenic lines

(<10% of control)

(10%-30% of

(>30% of control)

control)
hpGUS[WT]

59

35 (59.3%)

9 (15.3%)

15 (25.4%)

hpGUS[G:U]

74

71 (95.9%)

1 (1.4%)

2 (2.7%)

hpGUS[1:4]

33

10 (30.3%)

23 (69.7%)

0

hpGUS[2:10]

41

28 (68.3%)

0

13 (31.7%)
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3.2.2.2. Thermodynamic stability of hpRNA affects the degree of GUS silencing
When only the strongly silenced lines (<10% remaining activity; for hpGUS[1:4] all
lines with <30% GUS activity were used for the calculation because this reflects the
relatively weak but uniform GUS silencing levels of the overall transgenic
population) were used for comparison and average GUS activities calculated, the
hpGUS[WT] plants showed the highest average extent of silencing, followed in order
by the hpGUS[G:U] plants and the hpGUS[2:10] plants (Figure 3.4). The
hpGUS[1:4] plants showed the least average reduction in GUS activity in the
silenced lines. The extent of GUS silencing therefore showed a good correlation with
the thermodynamic stability of the predicted hpRNA structures derived from the four
different hpRNA constructs.

Figure 3.4. The degree of GUS silencing in the silenced hpRNA plants correlates with the
thermodynamic stability of predicted hpRNA structures. (A) Average GUS activity of all strongly
silenced plants (<10% GUS activity; 44 for hpGUS[WT], 72 for hpGUS[G:U], 28 for hpGUS[2:10]
and all 33 silenced hpGUS[1:4] lines (<30% GUS activity). (B) The free energy of the structures
predicted using RNA fold. P values are calculated using SPSS software.
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3.2.2.3. The GUS silencing profile in the different hpRNA populations is inherited
into the next (T1) generation
One question to ask was if the different GUS silencing profiles in the T0 generations
of the different constructs would be inherited into the next generation. To test this, I
obtained seed from representative self-fertilised T0 transgenic lines, which contained
both the homozygous target GUS gene, and the hpGUS transgenes. The plants were
germinated and grown on kanamycin selective medium, so only the T1 segregants
containing the hpGUS transgenes were included in GUS expression analysis. For
each independent transgenic line, I pooled leaves from multiple (~15) T1 plants for
GUS expression analysis to ensure that the genetic profiles in the samples are the
same as or close to that of the T0 parents.

The representative data of the GUS activity analysis (MUG assay) are presented in
Figure 3.5. Progeny containing the hpGUS[WT] transgenes obviously fell into two
categories, namely those that had strong GUS silencing and others that showed weak
or no silencing. These classes correlated well with the phenotype of the T0
generation, showing that the extent of target gene silencing was heritable. All of the
plants in the hpGUS[G:U] lines tested consistently showed strong silencing, whereas
the plants in the hpGUS[1:4] lines consistently showed weaker silencing. Therefore,
the phenotypes observed in the parental T0 generation were generally maintained in
the T1 progeny plants.
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Figure 3.5. GUS activity profiles of transgenic T1 progeny plants containing hpGUS[WT],
hpGUS[G:U] or hpGUS[1:4] follow those of the primary T0 plants. For T0 plants (upper panel),
each bar represents a single independent primary transgenic plant. For T1 plants (lower panel), each
bar represents around 15 T1 sibling plants of an independent transgenic line.
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3.2.3. The uniform GUS silencing in hpGUS[G:U] lines is not due to uniform
transgene copy number
The uniformity of the strong gene silencing observed in a large number of
independent transgenic plants generated with the hpGUS[G:U] construct was
striking. I sought to establish whether any explanation other than an effect caused by
the hpGUS[G:U] design was causing the uniformity of the silencing. One question
was if the uniform GUS silencing was due to uniformity in transgene copy number
among the independent hpGUS[G:U] lines, as transgene copy number is known to
affect gene silencing efficiency (Finn et al., 2011, Wang and Waterhouse, 2000). To
test this, I performed southern blot hybridisation on DNA isolated from 16
representative hpGUS[G:U] transgenic lines. Ten independent T0 plants of
hpGUS[WT] construct were also analysed. As shown in Figure 3.6, variable patterns
of hybridising bands were detected for 16 hpGUS[G:U] transgenic lines: no two
lanes showed the same pattern and each had different patterns of HindIII fragments
with variable numbers of hybridizing bands, indicating different transgene insertions.
Therefore, the uniform GUS silencing observed for hpGUS[G:U] lines was not due
to similar transgene insertion patterns in the plants, and that the uniformity of
silencing was caused by the structure of the hpGUS[G:U] RNA transgene. As
expected, the ten hpGUS[WT] lines, all showing GUS silencing, also showed
variable transgene insertion patterns.
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Figure 3.6. Southern blot hybridization shows variable transgene insertions among independent
hpGUS[G:U] and hpGUS[WT] transgenic lines. A, GUS expression levels of the T1 transgenic
lines analysed. B, southern blot hybridization of hpGUS[G:U] and hpGUS[WT] transgenic lines.
DNA was digested with HindIII prior to gel electrophoresis and probed with an OCS-T probe. M: size
markers (1kb DNA ladder); C1 and C2, DNA from parental plants PPGH11 and PPGH24, respectively.
Southern blot hybridization of hpGUS[WT] trangenic lines was performed twice (first time: #1-7,
second time: #8-10).
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3.2.4. The hpGUS[G:U] lines generate more uniform levels of siRNA
The effective and uniform GUS silencing in the hpGUS[G:U] transgenic lines
suggested that the hpGUS[G:U] RNA could be processed by Dicer into siRNAs.

To investigate if mismatched hpRNAs were processed by DCLs into siRNAs, sRNA
northern blot hybridisation experiments were performed on 9~10 independent
transgenic lines containing the hpGUS[G:U] and hpGUS[WT] constructs. Plants
showing strong, weak or no silencing were included in the analysis (except for
hpGUS[G:U] for which almost all lines showed strong GUS silencing so only the
silenced lines were analyzed). Consistent with the relatively uniform RNAi, the
hpGUS[G:U] lines accumulated relatively even amounts of antisense siRNAs across
the independent lines (Figure 3.7). The degree of GUS silencing in the G:U hpRNA
plants showed a good correlation with the amount of antisense siRNAs. Some of the
hpGUS[WT] lines accumulated much higher abundance of siRNAs than the
hpGUS[G:U] lines, which was consistent with the silenced hpGUS[WT] lines giving
a higher average degree of GUS silencing than the silenced hpGUS[G:U] lines.
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Figure 3.7. Northern blot hybridisation to detect antisense sRNAs from transgenic hpGUS[WT]
and hpGUS[G:U] plants. Upper panel shows the GUS expression levels for the T1 transgenic lines
analysed indicating the degree of GUS silencing. Each bar represents around 15 T1 sibling plants of
an independent transgenic line. Lower panel is the northern blot probed with sense RNA transcripts of
the 200 bp GUS target sequence to detect antisense sRNAs. The asterisks indicate the samples used
for small RNA deep sequencing. The blots were hybridized with U6 RNA probe for use as loading
control.

To further examine the siRNA profiles, sRNA deep sequencing was performed on
two strongly silenced lines each of hpGUS[WT], hpGUS[G:U] and hpGUS[1:4] (one
hpGUS[WT] sample was accidentally lost during the delivery and sequencing
process). sRNAs (approximately 16 million reads each) were mapped to the hpRNA
sequences (dsRNA stem and PDK intron spacer), and also to the up and downstream
regions in the target GUS mRNA to detect transitive siRNAs. The hpGUS[G:U]
lines, like hpGUS[WT] lines, generated abundant siRNAs (Figure 3.8), whereas
hpGUS[1:4] lines also generated siRNAs but with a much lower abundance
(Appendix V). The lower siRNA abundance from the hpGUS[1:4] lines was
consistent with the relatively low degree of GUS silencing and suggested that the low
thermodynamic stability of the dsRNA stem in hpGUS[1:4] RNA reduced Dicer
processing efficiency. siRNAs from mismatched hpRNA lines showed no clear
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difference in size distribution to those of traditional hpRNA lines, with 21-nt sRNA
as the dominant size class for all samples. There were some subtle differences in the
proportional abundance of the 22 nt antisense siRNAs between the traditional and
mismatched hpGUS lines: the hpGUS[G:U] and hpGUS[1:4] lines showed a higher
proportion of the 22-nt size class than the hpGUS[WT] line.

Figure 3.8. Size distribution of sense and antisense siRNAs derived from the dsRNA stem of the
hpRNAs. The accession numbers for each sample of hpGUS[WT] and hpGUS[G:U] lines correspond
to the lane numbers in Figure 3.7.

Almost all the sense siRNAs of the hpGUS[G:U] lines matched the G:U-modifed
sense sequences of the hpRNAs, whereas most of the antisense siRNAs had the wildtype GUS sequences (Figure 3.8). This indicated that the bulk of these sense and
antisense siRNAs were processed directly from the primary hpRNA[G:U]
transcripts, but not secondary siRNAs amplified by RDRs from the hpRNA or target
RNA transcripts, which would otherwise generate sense and antisense siRNAs of a
common sequence. Consistent with this observation, only a small number of 20-24 nt
sRNA reads (transitive siRNAs) were detected from the hpRNA loop region (PDK
intron) or from the untargeted downstream region of the GUS mRNA (Appendix VI).
The two hpGUS[1:4] lines, however, contained relatively high amounts of transitive
siRNAs from the downstream untargeted GUS mRNA sequence (Appendix V, VI).
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Also, the sense siRNAs corresponding to the dsRNA stem of hpGUS[1:4] consisted
of a mixed population of 1:4 modified and wild-type GUS sequences. These
suggested that the strong GUS silencing in these two lines, a relatively rare case for
the hpGUS[1:4] population, involved RDR-amplified secondary siRNAs.

3.3. Discussion
3.3.1. Introducing evenly distributed nucleotide mismatches in the sense
sequence of a hpRNA construct increases uniformity of siRNA production and
target gene silencing
The population of hpGUS[WT] transgenic lines showed a wide range in the extent of
target GUS gene silencing. The transgenic population containing the hpGUS[2:10]
construct, where 8-nucleotide wild-type sequence stretches in the sense sequence was
separated with 2 nucleotide mismatches, also showed variable degrees of GUS
silencing. In contrast, both of the populations containing hpGUS[G:U] and
hpGUS[1:4] constructs displayed relatively uniform GUS silencing, although the
degree of GUS silencing was in relatively week in hpGUS[1:4] lines. In the
hpGUS[G:U] and hpGUS[1:4] constructs, there are about 25% sequence mismatches
between the sense and antisense DNA sequences that are evenly distributed across
the 200 bp region. Because of the sequence divergence between the sense and
antisense sequences, the mismatches are expected to significantly disrupt the
inverted-repeat DNA structure. As discussed in the literature review, inverted-repeat
DNA structures may attract DNA methylation and transcriptional silencing in
various organisms. The hpGUS[2:10] construct also comprised mismatches between
the sense and antisense region, but each of the 2 bp mismatches between the sense
and antisense sequences were flanked by 8-bp consecutive matches, so the
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mismatches may not have disrupted the inverted repeat DNA structure as much as in
the hpGUS[G:U] and hpGUS[1:4] transgenes. The uniformity of the GUS silencing
induced by the hpGUS[G:U] and hpRNA[1:4] might therefore have been due, at least
in part, to disruption of the inverted-repeat DNA structure that reduced the
transcriptional self-silencing of the two transgenes. As discussed later, the
hpGUS[G:U] transgene has another aspect that may minimize self-silencing: its
sense DNA sequence does not have cytosine residues so cannot be methylated.

3.3.2. Thermodynamic stability of hpRNA is important for the degree of target
gene silencing
When only the silenced transgenic lines were compared, the hpGUS[WT] plants had
the greatest extent of target gene downregulation, followed by hpGUS[G:U],
hpGUS[2:10] and hpGUS[1:4] (Figure 3.4A). RNA Fold analysis predicted that the
hpGUS[WT] RNA structure had the lowest free energy, i.e. the greatest stability,
followed by hpGUS[G:U], hpGUS[2:10] and hpGUS[1:4] RNA (Figure 3.4B).
Therefore, the more stable the hairpin RNA structure, the greater the extent of target
gene silencing it could induce. Stable dsRNA formation was thought to be required
for efficient Dicer processing. The results of the experiments described here
indicated another important advantage of the G:U basepaired construct over the
simple mismatched constructs such as hpGUS[1:4]: while both types of constructs
had disrupted inverted repeat DNA structures which reduced self-silencing, at the
RNA level the hpGUS[G:U] RNA was more stable due to the ability of G and U to
form basepairs.
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3.3.3. The hpGUS[G:U] RNA can be processed into siRNAs
One important question that was answered in my experiments was whether the
mismatched or G:U basepaired hpRNA could be processed by Dicer into small
RNAs (sRNAs). The strong silencing in the hpGUS[G:U] plants implied that these
hpRNA structures were processed by Dicer. This was confirmed for the
hpGUS[G:U] molecule by sRNA northern blot hybridization, which readily detected
antisense sRNA. Furthermore, the degree of GUS silencing in the hpGUS[G:U]
plants showed a good correlation with the amount of antisense sRNAs that
accumulated. Small RNA deep sequencing analysis of two selected lines confirmed
that hpGUS[G:U] lines, like hpGUS[WT] lines, generated abundant siRNAs,
whereas hpGUS[1:4] lines also generated siRNAs but with a much lower abundance
(Appendix V). The lower levels of siRNAs from the hpGUS[1:4] lines are consistent
with the relatively low efficiency of GUS silencing and suggested that the low
thermodynamic stability of the dsRNA stem in hpGUS[1:4] RNA reduced Dicer
processing efficiency.

It was interesting to note that small RNAs from the hpGUS[G:U] plants migrated
faster than those from the hpGUS[WT] plants on the northern blot. This suggested
that these two groups of small RNAs might be processed or generated differently.
However, the small RNA deep sequencing analysis did not show a clear size shift for
the dominant sRNAs. As discussed in Chapter 4, we investigated if siRNAs from the
G:U hpRNA might have different 5’ or 3’ chemistry to those of WT hpRNA-derived
siRNAs that could affect their gel mobility, and showed that the two siRNA
populations appeared to a different 5’ phosphorylation.
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Chapter 4. Testing of G:U base-paired hpRNA constructs
against endogenous genes
____________________________________________________________________

4.1. Introduction
In Chapter 3, I demonstrated that both G:U modified and 1:4 mismatched hpRNA
constructs induced uniform silencing or downregulation of the target reporter GUS
gene in tobacco, which suggested that mismatched hpRNA transgenes are relatively
stable compared to perfect hpRNA transgenes. However, the 1:4 mismatched
hpRNA construct only induced weak silencing, in contrast to the G:U modified
hpRNA construct that induced both uniform and strong silencing across the
transgenic population. I therefore focused on testing the G:U modified hpRNA
constructs from hereon. As the GUS reporter gene is a transgene, I wanted to test
whether the improved hpRNA construct design would also induce strong and
uniform RNAi against endogenous genes. So in this Chapter I prepared and tested
several G:U modified hpRNA constructs targeting three Arabidopsis endogenous
genes, ethylene insensitive 2 (EIN2), chalcone synthase (CHS), and phytoene
desaturase (PDS). The EIN2 protein is a central factor in signalling pathways
regulated by the plant signalling molecule ethylene, i.e. a regulatory protein, and
silencing of EIN2 will make plants insensitive to ethylene. CHS is involved in
anthocyanin production in the seedcoat, and silencing of CHS will reduce the color
of Arabidopsis seed. PDS is an enzyme that catalyzes the desaturation of phytoene
to zeta-carotene during carotenoid biosynthesis, and silencing of PDS will result in
photo-bleaching of Arabidopsis plants.
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I tested G:U modified hpRNA constructs targeting the three endogenous genes
individually, or targeting EIN2 and CHS together. My results in this chapter
confirmed the ability of such designed constructs to induce uniform and efficient
silencing against endogenous genes.

4.2. Results
4.2.1. Construct designs
The conventional hpRNAs used as the controls in the experiment had a dsRNA
region of 200 basepairs in length for targeting the EIN2 or CHS mRNAs, singly, or a
chimeric dsRNA region comprising 200 basepairs from each of the EIN2 and CHS
genes which were fused together as a single hairpin molecule. All of the basepairs in
the double-stranded region of the control hpRNAs were canonical basepairs. These
constructs are shown schematically in Figure 4.1. Alignment of G:U modified
sequences with unmodified wild-type sequences is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1. Schematic diagrams of the EIN2, CHS and PDS hpRNA constructs. 35S: CaMV 35S promoter. The arrows indicate the orientation of the DNA fragments –
right to left arrows indicate the antisense sequences.
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Figure 4.2. Alignment of G:U modified sequences with unmodified wild-type sequences.
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A total of 11 hpRNA constructs were tested, which are shown schematically in
Figure 4.1. These constructs include conventional hpRNA and G:U modified hpRNA
constructs tarting a single gene as for the GUS gene in Chapter 3 (hpEIN2[WT],
hpEIN2[G:U], hpCHS[WT], hpCHS[G:U], hpPDS[WT] and hpPDS[G:U], and
chimeric constructs targeting both EIN2 and CHS (hpCHS:EIN2[WT] and
hpCHS:EIN2[G:U]. For the EIN2 and CHS-targeting constructs, the dsRNA region
of predicted hpRNA comprised 200 bp EIN2 or CHS mRNA sequence singly or
chimeric sequence containing a fusion of the 200 bp CHS and EIN2 sequences. The
hpPDS constructs contained a 450bp of the PDS cDNA sequence in the dsRNA
region. I also designed and tested constructs in which both the sense and antisense
sequences

were G:U

modified (hpEIN2[G:U/U:G], hpCHS[G:U/U:G]

and

hpCHS:EIN2[G:U/U:G]). This construct design had cytosines removed from both
the sense and antisense sequences, and had more nucleotide mismatches between the
sense and antisense sequences at the DNA level, but the RNA transcript could still
form hpRNA structure due to G:U base-pairing. However, the antisense siRNAs
from this construct would not match the target mRNA perfectly through canonical
base pairing.

The alignments of the modified sense [G:U] and antisense [G:U] nucleotide
sequences with the corresponding wild-type sequences are shown in Figures 4.2. The
proportion of G:U basepairs and the predicted free energy of the expected hpRNAs
from the 11 constructs (predicted hpRNA sequences after intron splicing are shown
in Appendix VII) was calculated using the FOLD program and listed in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1. Proportion of G:U basepairs and free energy of predicted hpRNA from the 11
constructs tested in this chapter

Construct

Proportion of G:U bsepairs of Free energy of predicted
predicted hpRNA

hpRNA (kcal/mol)

hpEIN2[WT]

0%

-453.5

hpEIN2[G:U]

21.5% (43/200)

-328.1

hpCHS[WT]

0%

-507.7

hpCHS[G:U]

32.5% (65/200)

-328.5

hpEIN2[G:U/U:G]

46% ((43+49)/200)

-173.5

hpCHS[G:U/U:G]

57.5% ((65+50)/200)

-186.0

hpCHS::EIN2[WT]

0

-916.4

hpCHS::EIN2[G:U]

27% ((43+65)/400)

-630.9

hpCHS::EIN2[G:U/U:G]

51.75% ((43+65+49+50)/400)

-333.8

hpPDS[WT]

0

-986.22

hpPDS[G:U]

18.2% (82/450)

-737.01
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4.2.2. Analysis of EIN2 silencing
EIN2 is a gene in A. thaliana that encodes a receptor protein involved in ethylene
perception. The gene is expressed in seedlings soon after germination of seeds as
well as later in plant growth and development. Silencing or mutation of EIN2 results
in plants insensitive to ethylene (Guzman and Ecker, 1990). Seedlings of EIN2deficient plants therefore exhibit increased hypocotyl elongation relative to wild-type
seedlings when germinated in the dark in the presence of 1-aminocyclopropane-1carboxylic acid (ACC), the precursor of ethylene, and the hypocotyl length correlates
with the degree of EIN2 silencing (Finn et al., 2011). The extent of EIN2 silencing in
the transgenic plants was therefore assayed by germinating seeds on MS medium
containing 5mg/L of ACC in total darkness and measuring their hypocotyl length,
compared to the wild-type seedlings. Plants with silenced EIN2 gene expression were
expected to have various degrees of hypocotyl elongation depending on the level of
EIN2 silencing, somewhere in the range between wild-type seedlings (short
hypocotyls) and null-mutant seedlings (long hypocotyls). Twenty independent lines
of each construct were assayed (19 lines for hpCHS::EIN2[G:U] as seed from one
line did not germinate). The data for hypocotyl length are shown in Figures 4.3, 4.4,
4.5 and 4.6.
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Figure 4.3. hpEIN2[G:U] construct confers more uniform EIN2 silencing than hpEIN2[WT]
construct. The asterisks represent lines with little or no EIN2 silencing, as indicated by the relatively
short hypocotyls on ACC medium in the dark. The numbers in red represent the ratio of kanamycinresistant to kanamycin-sensitive plants in each line. Around 12 representative T2 plants of each
independent line were photographed. Untransformed (WT) Arabidopsis Col-0 plants were used as
control.

Figure 4.4. Hypocotyl lengths of transgenic A. thaliana seedlings in the EIN2 assay. WT,
untransformed Arabidopsis Col-0 plants. The numbers of the 12 independent hpEIN2[WT] and
hpEIN2[G:U] lines correspond to those in Figure 4.3. Approximately 12 T2 siblings with
representative hypocotyl lengths were included in the measurement for each line (using ImageJ
software).
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The hpEIN2[WT] lines showed a considerable range in the degree of EIN2 silencing,
with 7 lines (indicated by asterisks in Figure 4.3; plant lines 2, 5, 9, 10, 12, 14, 16 in
Figure 4.4) clearly showing low levels of silencing or a similar hypocotyl length
relative to the wild-type, and the other 13 lines having moderate to strong EIN2
silencing. Individual plants within each independent line tended to have variable
hypocotyl length, indicating variable degrees of EIN2 silencing among these sibling
plants. In contrast, only two lines (indicated by asterisks in Figure 4.3; plant lines 5
and 18 in Figure 4.4) containing the hpEIN2[G:U] construct showed weak EIN2
silencing, with the remaining 18 showing uniform, strong EIN2 silencing. In
addition, individual plants within each of the 18 lines appeared to have relatively
uniform EIN2 silencing compared to the plants transformed with the hpEIN2[WT]
construct (Figure 4.4). This result indicated that the G:U modified hpRNA construct
was able to confer more consistent, less variable silencing of an endogenous gene
than the conventional hpRNA, similar to the result with the GUS target gene in
Chapter 3.

The transgenic hpEIN2[WT] and hpEIN2[G:U] populations also differed in the
relationship between the degree of EIN2 silencing and the transgene copy number.
The transgene copy number was indicated by the segregation ratios for the
kanamycin resistance marker gene in progeny plants– a 3:1 ratio of
resistant:susceptible seedlings indicating a single locus insertion, whereas a much
higher ratio indicated multi-loci transgene insertions. Several multiple copy-number
lines (e.g. lines with 14:1, 30:1 and 51:1 kanamycin resistant:sensitive ratios)
transformed with the hpEIN2[WT] construct showed low levels of EIN2 silencing,
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which was similar to the previous observation by Finn et al. (2011). The only two
weak-EIN2 silenced hpEIN2[G:U] lines both contained high number of transgene
insertions as indicated by the 256:1 and 81:1 segregation ratios, consistent with high
copy number insertions being more prone to transcriptional silencing than low copy
number insertions. However, the rest of the multiple-insertion lines of the
hpEIN2[G:U] construct all showed strong EIN2 silencing (Figure 4.3, 4.4),
suggesting that the hpEIN2[G:U] transgene is less prone to transcriptional silencing
than the hpEIN2[WT] transgene.

EIN2 silencing also occured in the seedlings transformed with the CHS::EIN2 fusion
hairpin RNA (Figure 4.5). Similar to the plants containing the single hpEIN2[G:U]
construct, the hpCHS::EIN2[G:U] seedlings clearly showed more uniform EIN2
silencing across the independent lines than the hpCHS::EIN2[WT] seedlings. The
silencing among individual plants within an independent line also appeared to be
more uniform for the hpCHS::EIN2[G:U] lines than the hpCHS::EIN2[WT] lines as
indicated by the relatively uniform hypocotyl length. At the same time, the extent of
EIN2 silencing was slightly stronger for the highly silenced hpCHS::EIN2[WT]
plants than for the hpCHS::EIN2[G:U] plants, similar to the comparison between
plants transformed with hpGUS[WT] and hpGUS[G:U]. Comparison of the degree of
silencing indicated that the fusion constructs did not induce stronger EIN2 silencing
than the single hpEIN2[G:U] construct, indeed, the fusion G:U hpRNA construct
appeared to induce slightly weaker EIN2 silencing than the single gene-targeted
hpEIN2[G:U] construct.
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Figure 4.5. hpCHS:EIN2[G:U] construct confers more uniform EIN2 silencing than
hpCHS:EIN2[WT] construct. The asterisks represent lines with little or no EIN2 silencing, as
indicated by the relatively short hypocotyls on the ACC medium in the dark. Untransformed (WT)
Arabidopsis Col-0 plants were used as control.

For plants transformed with the G:U/U:G constructs, where the cytidine (C)
nucleotides of both the sense and antisense sequences were modified to thymidine
(T) nucleotides, little to no increase in hypocotyl length was observed for all 19
independent lines analysed compared to wild-type plants (Figure 4.6). This was
observed for both the hpEIN2[G:U/U:G] and hpCHS::EIN2[G:U/U:G] constructs.
These results indicated that the G:U/U:G basepaired hpRNA constructs, having about
46% nucleotide substitutions, were not effective at inducing target gene silencing.
Two possible reasons might have contributed to the ineffectiveness. Firstly, the EIN2
double-stranded region of the hpRNAs had 92 G:U basepairs of the 200 potential
basepairs between the sense and antisense sequences. Secondly, the antisense
siRNAs no longer match the target mRNA with perfect canonical base-pairing due to
the 49 C to T replacements in the antisense sequence of the hpRNA, which would
reduce siRNA-guided target mRNA cleavage.
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Figure 4.6. The double G:U constructs, in which both the sense and antisense sequences have all
C’s replaced with T’s, are not effective at inducing EIN2 silencing. Untransformed (WT)
Arabidopsis Col-0 plants were used as control.

4.2.3. Analysis of CHS silencing
I generated approximately 42 and 47 transgenic lines containing hpCHS[WT] and
hpCHS[G:U] constructs, respectively. I initially screened the transgenic plants for
CHS silencing by visualizing color of seed from the primary T1 transformants, as
strong CHS silencing is known to result in pale-colored seed (Finn et al., 2011).
However, only a few lines of the two transgenic populations showed a slight
reduction in seed coat color, suggesting that neither of the two constructs conferred
complete CHS silencing. I then analysed the level of CHS silencing by measuring
mRNA levels using qRT-PCR on RNA extracted from whole T2 plants (around 20
plants for each line) grown on tissue culture medium. The data showed that the level
of CHS mRNA was reduced in the range of 50-96%, and the reduction was in
general greater in hpCHS[WT] lines than in hpCHS[G:U] lines (Figure 4.7).
However, the hpCHS[G:U] lines did show relatively uniform downregulation of CHS
mRNA despite the weaker silencing. The qRT-PCR result confirmed that both the
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wild-type and G:U modified hpRNA constructs were able to induce CHS silencing,
but the degree of silencing was insufficient to cause a clear phenotype in seed coat
color. It is possible that the seed coat colour phenotype was exhibited only when
CHS activity was almost completely abolished in the developing seed coat during
growth of the plants. Moreover, the 35S promoter may not have been sufficiently
active in the developing seed coat to provide the level of reduction in CHS activity in
the specific tissue to provide for the pale seed phenotype. The relatively weak
silencing conferred by hpCHS[G:U] relative to hpCHS[WT] judged by qRT-PCR
data could be due to the high ratio of G:U basepairing, which was 32.5%, compared
to 21.5% in hpEIN2[G:U] (Table 4.1).

Figure 4.7. qRT-PCR for CHS mRNA in transgenic A. thaliana containing the hpCHS[WT] or
hpCHS[G:U] constructs, normalised to the levels of Actin2 RNA. Col-0 is the wild-type
(nontransgenic) A. thaliana. Each bar represents an independent T1 transgenic plant.

4.2.4. Analysis of PDS silencing
PDS has been widely used as a target for testing gene silencing constructs because
effective silencing of this gene leads to a striking photo-bleaching phenotypes. I
transformed Col-0 Arabidopsis plants with hpPDS[WT] and hpPDS[G:U] constructs
and obtained 100 and 172 transgenic lines, respectively. All these lines showed
photo-bleaching in the cotyledons of young T1 seedlings emerged from kanamycin80

resistant selective medium as shown in Figure 4.8a, with no obvious difference
between the two transgenic populations. However, some of these T1 plants
developed true leaves that were no longer photo-bleached and looked green or pale
green (Figure 4.8a and 4.8b), indicating that PDS silencing was released or weakened
in the true leaves. The proportion of transgenic lines showing green true leaves were
much higher for the hpPDS[WT] population than for the hpPDS[G:U] population. I
grouped the transgenic plants into three different categories based on strong PDS
silencing (strong photo-bleaching in whole plant), moderate PDS silencing (pale
green or mottled leaves) and weak PDS silencing (fully green or weakly mottled
leaves). As shown in Figure 4.8b, the proportion of plants with weak PDS silencing
was 43% for the hpPDS[WT] lines, compared to 7% for the hpPDS[G:U] lines. In
fact, all the hpPDS[G:U] lines of the weak silencing group still showed mild mottling
on true leaves, in contrast to the weakly silenced hpPDS[WT] plants that mostly had
fully green leaves. This result indicated that the G:U modified hpRNA construct gave
more uniform PDS silencing across the independent transgenic population than the
conventional hpPDS construct, which was consistent with the results from GUS and
EIN2 silencing assays. More significantly, the PDS silencing result indicated a
developmental variability of hpRNA transgene-induced gene silencing in plants that
has not been noted before, and suggested that hpRNA transgenes are more stable in
cotyledons than in true leaves. In accordance with the uniform gene silencing across
independent lines, the PDS silencing result suggested that the G:U modified hpRNA
transgene is developmentally more stable than the conventional hpRNA construct.
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A.

B.

Figure 4.8. Summary of PDS silencing induced by hpPDS[WT] and hpPDS[G:U] in
Arabidopsis. A. Typical phenotypes of T1 transgenic plants at different developmental stages. Note
that all plants start by showing white cotyledons. B. Summary of proportions of T1 plants showing
strong, moderate and weak PDS silencing.
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4.2.5. Analysis of sRNAs from hpRNA transgenic plants
In Chapter 3, I showed that the uniform silencing of GUS gene by hpGUS[G:U] was
associated with relatively uniform levels of siRNAs. To examine siRNA
accumulation in hpEIN2 transgenic lines, I performed northern blot hybridization to
detect antisense siRNAs on RNA samples from hpEIN2[G:U] and hpEIN2[WT]
plants (approximately 20 T2 plants of each line were pooled and used for RNA
isolation). As shown in Figure 4.9, the hpEIN2[G:U] RNA was processed into
siRNAs and the level of accumulation was relatively uniform across the 9
independently transformed hpEIN2[G:U] lines analysed compared to those of the
hpEIN2[WT] lines. Unlike the hpGUS[G:U] lines which tended to accumulate much
less siRNAs than the hpGUS[WT] lines, the hpEIN2[G:U] lines mostly expressed
equivalent or even higher amounts of siRNAs compared to the hpEIN2[WT] lines.
Similar to siRNAs derived from the GUS hpRNAs shown in Chapter 3, there was a
clear difference in the migration of the two antisense siRNA bands between the
hpEIN2[G:U] and hpEIN2[WT] lines, with the hpEIN2[G:U]-derived siRNAs
migrating faster on the gel. This was best seen by comparing the mobility of the
bands in adjacent lanes 10 and 11 of Figure 4.9
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Figure 4.9. Northern blot hybridisation of RNA from T2 plants of representative lines
transformed with hpEIN2[WT] or hpEIN2[G:U]. Upper panel shows the hypocotyl length for the
lines analysed indicating the degree of EIN2 silencing. Each bar represents the average hypocotyl
length of around 12 representative T2 plants of each independent line. Lower panel is the northern
blot probed with an EIN2 sense probe to detect antisense sRNAs. The same blot was re-probed with a
U6 RNA probe as a loading control (U6 RNA). The asterisks indicate the samples used for small
RNA deep sequencing.

To further investigate siRNA profiles in the two transgenic populations, the RNA
samples from two lines each of the hpEIN2[WT] and hpEIN2[G:U] constructs,
corresponding to the lanes 7, 9, 14, 15 of the northern blot in Figure 4.9, were sent to
GENEWIZ for small RNA deep sequencing. Like the hpGUS lines, siRNAs from
hpEIN2[G:U] lines showed no clear difference in size distribution to those of
hpEIN2[WT], with 21-nt sRNA as the dominant size class for all samples. Similar to
the result with hpGUS[G:U] lines, almost all the sense siRNAs of the hpEIN2[G:U]
lines matched the G:U-modifed sense sequences of the hpRNAs, whereas most of the
antisense siRNAs had the wild-type EIN2 sequences (Figure 4.10). This again
indicated that the bulk of these sense and antisense EIN2 siRNAs were processed
directly from the primary hpRNA[G:U] transcripts, but not secondary siRNAs
amplified by RDRs.
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Figure 4.10. Size profiles for sense and antisense siRNA from the dsRNA stem of hpEIN2[WT]
and hpEIN2[G:U] transgenic plants. The accession numbers for each sample of hpEIN2[WT] and
hpEIN2[G:U] lines correspond to the lane numbers in Figure 4.9.

4.2.6. siRNAs derived from G:U hpRNA transgenes appear to have distinct 5’
chemical modification
sRNA northern blot analysis of both hpGUS and hpEIN2 lines showed that both the
traditional and the G:U-modified hpRNA lines accumulated two dominant size
fractions of siRNAs (Figure 3.7 & 4.9). The siRNA bands of the traditional hpRNA
lines migrated similarly to the 21 and 24-nt sRNA size markers, indicating that they
were predominantly of the 21 and 24-nt size classes (Lu et al., 2015). However, the
siRNA bands of the G:U hpRNA lines migrated faster on the gel, suggesting that
they either had a smaller size than, or different terminal chemical modifications to,
siRNAs from the traditional hpRNA transgenes. However, sRNA deep sequencing
detected no clear difference in sRNA size profile between the traditional and G:U
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hpRNA lines (Figure 3.8 & 4.10), raising the possibility that the two siRNA
populations possess different 5’ or 3’ chemical modifications causing the differential
gel migration.

Dicer-processed sRNAs were assumed to have 5’ monophosphate but in C. elegans
many siRNAs are found to possess di or tri-phosphate at the 5’ terminus which
changes gel mobility of sRNAs and inhibits sRNA 5’ adaptor ligation in the standard
sRNA cloning procedure (Lau et al., 2001, Pak and Fire, 2007). Whether plant
sRNAs also have differential 5’ phosphorylation was unknown. Alkaline
phosphatase treatment reduced the gel mobility of both hpRNA[WT] and
hpRNA[G:U]-derived siRNAs (Figure 4.11), indicating the presence of 5’
phosphorylation (Pak and Fire, 2007). However, the hpRNA[G:U]-derived siRNAs
showed greater mobility shift than the hpRNA[WT]-derived siRNAs after
phosphatase treatment, resulting in the two groups of dephosphorylated siRNAs
migrating at approximately the same position on the gel. The 21 and 24-nt sRNA size
markers were labelled at the 5’ end with

32

P using a polynucleotide kinase reaction,

so should have a monophosphorylated 5’ terminus. This suggested that the bulk of
hpRNA[WT]-derived siRNAs, migrating at the same positions as the size markers
(Figure 4.11), are likely to be monophosphorylated siRNAs, whereas most of the
hpRNA[G:U]-derived siRNAs, migrating faster, have a multi-phosphate group at the
5’ terminus. Thus, siRNAs from the traditional and G:U-modifed hpRNA transgenes
appear to be phosphorylated differently in plant cells.
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Figure 4.11. hpRNA transgene-derived and endogenous sRNAs show differential 5’
phosphorylation. Alkaline phosphatase treatment causes bigger mobility shit for G:U hpRNAderived siRNAs than traditional hpRNA-derived siRNAs. Top panel: small RNAs from traditional and
G:U modified hpRNA transgenes were treated (+) or untreated (-) with alkaline phosphatase,
separated in 17% denaturing polyacrylamide gel, and hybridized with 32P-labelled sense EIN2 RNA.
Note the greater gel mobility shift for the hpEIN2[G:U]-derived than the hpEIN[WT]-derived siRNAs
after phosphatase treatment as indicated by the bigger gap between the red and yellow arrows. Second
panel: The same gel bot shown above was hybridized with 32P-labelled sense GUS RNA to detect both
the EIN2 and GUS antisense siRNAs. Third panel: The same gel blot was stripped and re-hybridized
with 32P-labelled antisense miR168 oligonucleotide probe. The bottom panel: The same blot was
stripped and re-hybridized with 32P-labelled antisense tasiRNA255 oligonucleotide probe.

We investigated 5’ phosphorylation of miR168 and tasiRNA255 in Arabidopsis,
representing two major types of endogenous PTGS-associated sRNAs (Figure 4.11;
third and bottom panels respectively). miR168 showed a small gel mobility shift after
phosphatase treatment, similar to hpRNA[WT]-derived siRNAs. tasiRNA255
behaved similarly to hpRNA[G:U]-derived siRNAs, showing relatively large gel
mobility shift after phosphatase treatment. Thus, different types of plant sRNAs may
have different 5’ phosphorylation. The traditional hpRNA-derived siRNAs look the
same as miRNAs and are likely to have 5’ monophosphate, whereas the G:U
hpRNA-derived siRNAs resemble tasiRNAs having a multi-phosphate group at the
5’ terminus. However, further experiments, involving the use of synthetic RNA
oligonucleotides

and

perhaps

sRNA
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deep

sequencing

analysis

after

dephosphorylation and re-phosphorylation treatments, will be be needed to confirm
the differential 5’ phosphorylation.

4.3. Discussion
4.3.1. G:U modified hpRNA constructs induce more uniform silencing of
endogenous genes than conventional hpRNA transgenes
Like the hpGUS constructs, both hpEIN2[G:U] and hpCHS:EIN2[G:U] induced
more consistent and uniform EIN2 silencing than the respective hpRNA[WT]
constructs. The uniformity not only occurred across many independent transgenic
lines, but also across sibling plants within a transgenic line. In addition to the
uniformity, the degree of EIN2 silencing induced by hpEIN2[G:U] was close to that
of strongly silenced hpEIN2[WT] lines. Similarly, the hpPDS[G:U] construct
induced more consistent and uniform photo-bleaching phenotypes of PDS silencing
across independent transgenic lines than the hpPDS[WT] construct. Analysis of CHS
gene silencing indicated that the hpCHS[G:U] construct was effective at reducing
CHS mRNA levels by 50-97% and the silencing was also relatively uniform.
However, neither the hpCHS[WT] and hpCHS[G:U] gave lines that showed a strong
reduction in seed coat color. One likely explanation is that the size of target
sequence, 200 nt, is too short to induce strong CHS silencing required for conferring
a visible seed coat color phenotype. A CHS hpRNA construct with a longer (~400
bp) CHS dsRNA stem was previously shown to induce clear phenotypes in seed coat
color (Finn et al., 2011). Furthermore, the relatively high proportion (32.5%) of G:U
basepairing in the dsRNA stem of hpCHS[G:U] RNA, due to 65 cytosine to thymine
conversions, may also have contributed to the relatively weak CHS silencing in the
hpCHS[G:U] lines. This proportion is significantly higher than that of the
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hpGUS[G:U] (26%), hpEIN2[G:U] (21.5%) and hpPDS[G:U] (18.2%) constructs, all
of which induced strong target gene silencing. In addition to the high proportion,
many of these substituted cytosine bases in the CHS sequence occurred in sets of two
or three consecutive cytosines, resulting in consecutively arranged G:U basepairs in
the dsRNA stem that could reduce Dicer processing efficiency. Further experiments
are required to determine the optimal amount and distributions of cytosines in the
selected target gene sequence for the design of G:U modified hpRNA constructs.

4.3.2. The hpEIN2[G:U] lines express more uniform levels of siRNAs
Consistent with the relatively uniform EIN2 gene silencing, the hpEIN2[G:U] lines
accumulated siRNAs with similar abundance to the hpGUS[WT] lines but with a
more uniform level across the independent lines. This confirmed the conclusion with
the hpGUS constructs that hpRNA[G:U] is efficiently processed by Dicer and
capable of inducing effective target gene silencing. However, unlike some of the
hpGUS[WT] lines that accumulated much higher levels of siRNAs than the G:U
modified counterpart, the hpEIN2[WT] lines mostly expressed similar or lower
levels of siRNAs when compared to hpEIN2[G:U] lines. A possible explanation is
that the target GUS gene, a highly expressed transgene, can use hpRNA-derived
siRNA as trigger to generate RDR-mediated secondary siRNAs that contribute to the
northern blot siganls, whereas the EIN2 target gene, a lowly expressed endogenous
gene, does not support secondary siRNA production. Surprisingly, small RNA deep
sequencing detected much lower abundance of siRNAs from the hpEIN2[G:U] lines
than from the hpEIN2[WT] lines. Also, there was no clear difference in siRNA size
distribution between the G:U modified and unmodified transgenic lines, which is
different to the northern blot results indicating differential migration of siRNA
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bands. A possible explanation for these discrepancies is that siRNAs accumulated in
the two types of transgenic lines are derived from different biogenesis pathways with
different 5’ or 3’ chemical modifications (Ebhardt et al., 2005, Pak and Fire, 2007,
Sijen et al., 2007), and therefore have different adaptor ligation efficiency that affects
detection during the small RNA sequencing.

4.3.3. Fusion constructs do not confer increased gene silencing
The purpose of including the CHS:EIN2 fusion constructs in the experiment was to
test if increasing hpRNA stem length, which makes dsRNA structure longer and
more stable, would enhance Dicer processing and hence target gene silencing. The
GUS experiment suggested that the free energy and therefore stability of the hairpin
RNA correlated positively with the extent of target gene silencing. However, the
results showed that the CHS:EIN2 fusion construct did not increase the degree of
silencing compared to the EIN2 single gene constructs, although the hpRNA stability
was increased with a doubling of the predicted free energy (Table 4.1). This
suggested that hpRNAs from the single gene constructs, hpEIN2[WT] and
hpEIN2[G:U], are sufficiently stable for Dicer processing and further increase in
dsRNA stability is not necessary. One possible reason for the seemingly weaker
EIN2 silencing by the fusion constructs could be that the EIN2-specific siRNAs or
RISC complexes were diluted by the CHS-specific counterparts.

4.3.4. C to T conversions in the antisense sequence abolish efficient gene
silencing
The two hpRNA constructs, hpEIN2[G:U/U:G] and hpCHS:EIN2[G:U/U:G], in
which both the sense and antisense sequences were modified from C to T so that
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46% and 51.2% of basepairs, respectively, were converted from canonical basepairs
to G:U basepairs, induced only weak or no EIN2 silencing in most of the transgenic
plants. Possible explanations include i) there were too many G:U basepairs which
resulted in inefficient Dicer processing, and ii) sRNAs binding to target mRNA with
too many G:U basepairs did not induce efficient mRNA cleavage, or a combination
of factors.

4.3.5. hpRNA transgene-induced PDS silencing is different in cotyledons and
true leaves
During assay of PDS silencing I observed that all identifiable transgenic plants of
both hpPDS[WT] and hpPDS[G:U] constructs obtained showed photo-bleaching in
cotyledons, indicating effective PDS silencing in this tissue. However, this photobleaching phenotype disappeared in the true leaves of a large proportion of the
hpPDS[WT] lines, indicating that PDS silencing is lost or weakened in the true
leaves. This suggested that the hpRNA transgene is expressed and functional well in
the cotyledons but subject to inactivation in true leaves which appears to depend on
transformation events as strong PDS silencing can be maintained in true leaves in
some transgenic lines. This observation is important as it suggests that factors that
result in the inactivation of hpRNA transgenes function differently in different
tissues or at different developmental stages.

Comparison between the conventional and G:U-modified hpPDS constructs
indicated that the G:U hpRNA construct is more resistant to the developmental
inactivation of transgene activity than the conventional hpRNA construct, and gives
more uniform and persistent PDS silencing. Taken together, these results suggest that
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the variability of hpRNA transgene-induced gene silencing across independent
transgenic lines and between different tissues or developmental stages is caused by a
similar mechanism. As discussed in the next chapter, a major common factor is DNA
methylation, which is known to repress promoter activity hence transgene
expression.
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Chapter 5. Understanding the molecular basis for uniform
silencing by G:U base-paired hpRNA constructs
____________________________________________________________________

5.1. Introduction
The GUS, EIN2 and PDS silencing results all indicated that the hpRNA constructs
having unmodified sense sequences induced highly variable levels of target gene
silencing compared to the constructs having modified sense sequences providing for
G:U basepairs. In addition, the 1:4 mismatched hpRNA construct targeting the GUS
gene also conferred more uniform GUS silencing phenotype than the conventional
hpRNA construct, although the level of silencing was low. These results suggested
that the mismatched hpRNA transgenes are more stable than conventional hpRNA
transgenes, and are less likely to be self-silenced. RNA-directed DNA methylation
has been implicated in the self-silencing of the conventional hpRNA transgenes both
in our study (Figure 1.4) and in Dong et al. (2011). RdDM is directed by 24-nt
siRNAs, and results in cytosine methylation in the homologous DNA sequences. The
northern blot and small RNA deep sequencing data in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4
confirmed that the GUS and EIN2 hpRNA transgenes generated 24-nt siRNAs,
which are expected to induce cytosine methylation in the inverted-repeat DNA of the
transgenes through RdDM. Dong et al. (2011) showed that the methylation in the
inverted-repeat DNA can spread to the upstream promoter. As DNA methylation in
the promoter can cause transcriptional inactivation, this RdDM-triggered promoter
methylation is likely to account for the self-silencing of the conventional hpRNA
transgenes. It is worth noting that any type of transgenes can be transcriptionally
inactivated due to transgene copy number or position effects (Wu et al., 2017,
Rajeevkumar et al., 2015). However, unlike the normal transgenes, the conventional
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hpRNA transgenes generate 24-nt siRNAs that can induce RdDM, and have a perfect
inverted-repeat structure that is known to be prone to transcriptional silencing (Dong
et al., 2011, Gentry and Meyer, 2013).

In this Chapter, I aimed to answer the question as to whether the uniform silencing
by the G:U modified constructs was due to a reduction or prevention of self-induced
DNA methylation in the transgene promoters. I tested the levels of DNA methylation
in the hpGUS and hpEIN2 plants, particularly in the 35S promoter region. I used two
methods to determine DNA methylation levels, McrBC digestion PCR and bisulfite
sequencing. McrBC is a commercially available endonuclease which cleaves DNA
containing methylated cytosine bases on one or both strands of double-stranded DNA
(Stewart et al., 2000). In this assay, genomic DNA was digested with McrBC and
then PCR-amplified using gene-specific primers. The amounts of PCR product was
then compared between McrBC-digested and undigested DNA. If DNA is
methylated, McrBC digestion will give reduced amounts of PCR product compared
to undigested samples, but for unmethylated DNA the PCR amplification will yield
equal amounts of product between McrBC-digested and undigested samples.
Bisulfite treatment of genomic DNA converts unmethylated cytosine bases to uracil
(U), which, upon PCR amplification, is shown as thymine (T) base. However,
methylated cytosine bases are resistant to bisulfite conversion, and remain to be
cytosines after PCR amplification. Following the bisulfite treatment, the DNA region
of interest was amplified in PCR reactions in a way whereby only the top strand of
the treated DNA was amplified. The PCR product was then subjected to bulk
sequencing, revealing the positions and extent of methylation of individual cytosine
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bases in the segment of DNA. Therefore, the assay yielded single-nucleotide
resolution information about the methylation status of a segment of DNA.

The results in this chapter provided compelling evidence that the mismatched
hpRNA constructs have reduced DNA methylation in the promoter hence minimized
self-silencing, allowing more uniform silencing of target genes.

5.2. Results
5.2.1. DNA methylation analysis of GUS hpRNA transgenes in plants using
McrBC-digestion PCR
Ten independent lines each of hpGUS[WT], hpGUS[G:U] and hpGUS[1:4]
transgenic populations were analysed using McrBC digestion PCR. DNA was
isolated from multiple (~20) kanamycin resistant sibling plants of the T1 generation,
treated with McrBC, and PCR amplified. Primers for PCR were designed either to
amplify the junction area between the 35S promoter and the sense sequence of
hpGUS transgenes (258 bp 35S promoter including the transcriptional start site plus
187 bp of the sense sequence), or to amplify only a 35S promoter sequence (320 bp
long, 135 nucleotides from the transcription start site). PCR product was then
separated in an agarose gel to compare the abundance of PCR product between
McrBC-digested and undigested samples. Representative results are shown in
Figures 5.1. For the 35S-GUS junction region, 7 of the 10 hpGUS[WT] plants
showed significant levels of DNA methylation as indicated by a reduction in PCR
band intensity in the McrBC-digested samples (Figure 5.1). Among the hpGUS[WT]
plants, individual lines that expressed higher levels of GUS activity i.e. less
silencing, appeared to have more methylation of the promoter-GUS sense junction
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region. A similar trend occurred for the 35S promoter region, although the
methylation levels appeared lower than in the junction region, which was expected
because the junction region included 187 bp sense sequence that was the direct
methylation target of hpRNA-derived siRNAs. In contrast, the majority of the
hpGUS[G:U] and hpGUS[1:4] lines showed close to equal (or sometimes more) PCR
amplification in the McrBC-digested samples, indicating a generally weaker DNA
methylation at the 35S-GUS junction and the 35S promoter. It is interesting to note
that cytosine content in the sense sequence of the 1:4 mismatched construct (25.5%)
was similar to hpGUS[WT] (28%), yet the 35S promoter-GUS sense junction
showed weaker DNA methylation. This result suggested that disruption of perfect
inverted-repeat DNA structure by the 1:4 mismatches contributed to the reduction of
24-nt siRNA-induced DNA methylation in the promoter.

Figure 5.1. DNA methylation analysis of the 35S promoter and sense junction regions in hpGUS
constructs in transgenic plants. The junction fragments were PCR-amplified either with (+) or
without (-) prior treatment of plant DNA with McrBC enzyme, and the PCR product was separated in
an agarose gel (lower panel). The top panel shows the GUS expression/silencing states of the
transgenic lines analysed. Each bar represents an independent transgenic line comprising around 15
T1 siblings. The red arrows indicate the samples used for bisulphite sequencing.
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5.2.2. DNA methylation analysis of the hpGUS[G:U] and hpGUS[1:4] lines
using bisulfite sequencing
As low levels of DNA methylation were difficult to judge with McrBC-digestion
PCR, I performed bisulfite sequencing on 4 independent hpGUS[G:U] (#2, 4, 6 and
10 in Figure 5.1) and hpGUS[1:4] (#5, 7, 8 and 9 in Figure 5.1) plant lines, among
the strongest GUS-silenced lines in the respective population. Three strongly silenced
hpGUS[WT] lines (#4, 6, 7 in Figure 5.1) were also included in the analysis. The
results are presented in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 and Appendix VIII. The average
methylation level of hpGUS[G:U] and hpGUS[1:4] are shown in Figure 5.4. The
three hpGUS[WT] lines all showed relatively high levels of DNA methylation in the
35S promoter, particularly for cytosines near the transcription start site or the IR
DNA that showed 60~100% methylation (Appendix VIII). Cytosines of all sequence
contexts (CG, CHG and CHH) were methylated, indicating the involvement of
RdDM in the promoter methylation. Cytosine methylation in the 35S promoter
region in hpGUS[1:4] and hpGUS[G:U] transgenic populations was relatively low,
confirming the McrBC-digestion PCR data. Compared with hpGUS[1:4] lines, the
four hpGUS[G:U] plant lines showed much lower level of cytosine methylation in
the 35S promoter region. This result suggested that, in addition to the disruption of
perfect inverted repeat DNA structure due to C to T conversion in the sense
sequence, the lack of cytosines, the target for DNA methylation, further reduces the
methylation in the promoter region. Figure 5.4 shows that the DNA methylation
levels at the 35S promoter correlated inversely with the reduction of GUS activity or
degree of GUS silencing in both the hpGUS[G:U] and hpGUS[1:4] transgenic lines.
All four hpGUS[G:U] lines analysed showed low levels of DNA methylation, which
correlated with uniformaly strong GUS silencing in these lines. In hpGUS[1:4]
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plants, the lines represented in lanes 5 and 8 showed relatively strong DNA
methylation, and had weaker GUS silencing. In contrast, lines 7 and 9 showed
weaker DNA methylation and had stronger GUS silencing. These results indicated
that the promoter methylation is repressive on 35S promoter activity, and the
relatively uniform GUS silencing in the mismatched hpRNA constructs was due to
reduced promoter methylation. These results also suggested that both the disruption
of perfect inverted-repeat DNA structure and the lack of cytosines in the sense
sequence contributed to the reduction in promoter methylation hence uniform gene
silencing.

Figure 5.2. Analysis of DNA methylation on the 35S promoter region in hpGUS[G:U] transgenic
plants by sequencing of bisulfite-treated DNA. Bisulfite treatment of genomic DNA converts
unmethylated cytosine bases to uracil (U) (shown as thymine in PCR product) but methylated
cytosines are not affected. PCR amplification of bisulfite-treated DNA followed by sequencing
therefore detects methylated cytosines at a single-nucleotide resolution. The numbers of the four
hpGUS[G:U] lines correspond to those in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.3. Analysis of DNA methylation on the 35S promoter region in four independent
hpGUS[1:4] transgenic plants by sequencing of bisulfite-treated DNA. The numbers of the four
hpGUS[1:4] lines correspond to those in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.4. Average DNA methylation levels of 35S promoter in the four hpGUS[G:U] and
hpGUS[1:4] lines based on the bisulfite sequencing data in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. The hpGUS[G:U]
and hpGUS[1:4] lines are the same as in Figure 5.2 and 5.3, which all showed <10% GUS activity of
the untransformed PPGH plants indicating strong silencing. Each bar represents an independent
transgenic line comprising around 15 T1 sibling plants.
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5.2.3. DNA methylation analysis of EIN2 silenced plants
As described above, the promoter region of the hpGUS[G:U] construct appeared to
have less methylation compared to the hpGUS[WT] construct. However, the GUS
target gene in the hpGUS lines harboured a short version of the 35S promoter driving
HPT expression (Figure 3.1), which could potentially impact on the methylation
status of the 35S promoter driving hpRNA expression. I therefore performed DNA
methylation analysis on the hpEIN2[WT] and hpEIN2[G:U] transgenic lines (T2
plants) with the EIN2 endogenous gene as the target.
5.2.3.1. McrBC-digestion PCR
Twelve independent lines from each population were analysed for DNA methylation
at the 35S promoter and the 35S-promoter-sense EIN2 junction region using the
McrBC method. Both semi-quantitative PCR and quantitative Real-Time PCR
(qPCR) were used in the assay. For qPCR analysis, the ratio or quotient of PCR
amplification between McrBC-treated and untreated samples of equal DNA amount
was used to measure DNA methylation level.

As shown in Figure 5.5, almost every hpEIN2[WT] lines showed significant levels of
DNA methylation at the 35S promoter, particularly at the 35S-EIN2 junction, but
some more than others. In addition, the lines with relatively weak EIN2 silencing (in
lanes 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, with shorter hypocotyls) all showed strong DNA methylation
as indicated by dramatic reduction of PCR amplification of McrBC-digested
samples. It is worth noting that these strongly 35S-methylated, weakly EIN2-silenced
lines all gave relatively strong PCR amplification in the untreated samples compared
to other lines (Figure 5.5), suggesting that they had relatively high copy number
transgene insertions, which is consistent with the kanamycin resistant/susceptible
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segregation data. The strong methylation of the 35S promoter and junction was
confirmed by the qPCR assays, which showed very low ratios of amplification of
McrBC-digested samples (Figure 5.6). The qPCR result also confirmed that all 12 of
the tested hpEIN2[WT] lines showed some extent of DNA methylation in both the
35S promoter region and the 35S-sense junction region, as indicated by the <1 ratio
of amplification. The generally greater DNA methylation in the junction region than
in the 35S promoter region shown in both Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 was expected
because the sense sequence is the direct target of RdDM hence should have stronger
DNA methylation than the 35S promoter to which the methylation spreads from the
sense sequence. These results indicated that the conventional perfect hpRNA
construct is subject to self-induced DNA methylation which occurs to even the low
copy number lines, confirming the view that conventional hpRNA transgenes are
unique among transgenes and are naturally prone to self-induced DNA methylation
hence self-silencing. These results also confirmed that the methylation in the 35S
promoter is repressive to its activity, and the reduced EIN2 silencing in some of the
hpEIN2[WT] lines was due to increased promoter methylation.
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Figure 5.5. DNA methylation analysis of 35S promoter and junction sequences in genomic DNA
of transgenic A. thaliana plants. McrBC-digestion PCR analysis of the 35S promoter and 35S-EIN2
junctions regions in 12 independent lines each of the two constructs. Approximately 12 T2 siblings
with representative hypocotyl lengths were placed side by side and photographed. Numbers in red
represents the segregation ratio between kanamycin resistant and susceptible progeny plants within a
particular line, with approximately 300 sibling plants are included for each line.

Figure 5.6. Levels of DNA methylation in the promoter and junction region of hairpin RNA
constructs. A. The average hypocotyl length of 12 independent hpEIN2[WT] and hpEIN2[G:U] lines
analysed by McrBC-digestion PCR. Approximately 12 T2 siblings with representative hypocotyl
lengths were included in the measurement for each line (using ImageJ software). B. McrBC-digestion
qPCR analysis of the 35S promoter (blue) and 35S-EIN2 junctions (red) regions in the hpEIN2[WT]
and hpEIN2[G:U] transgenes. Values in the Y-axis represent the ratio of qPCR amplification of
McrBC-digested samples against the untreated samples (the value 1 indicates no methylation and
lower values stronger DNA methylation).
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In contrast to the hpEIN2[WT] lines, the hpEIN2[G:U] lines in general showed less
DNA methylation at both the 35S promoter and the 35S-EIN2 junction. Indeed, six
of these 12 hpEIN2[G:U] lines, corresponding to lanes 1, 2, 3, 6, 7 and 8 in Figure
5.5 had no obvious DNA methylation as indicated by the equal intensity of PCR
bands between McrBC-treated and untreated samples. In Figure 5.6, the qPCR
analysis also showed that these six lines showed little to no reduction in PCR
amplification from the McrBC-treated samples indicating little to no DNA
methylation. These results indicated that the relatively uniform EIN2 silencing by the
hpEIN2[G:U] construct, at least in some lines, was due to significantly less promoter
methylation

and

therefore

less

transcriptional

self-silencing

compared

to

hpEIN2[WT].

The hpEIN2[G:U] lines in lanes 4 and 9 of Figure 5.5 exhibited strong DNA
methylation, which correlated well with the weak EIN2 silencing as well as high
copy number transgene insertions as indicated by high segregation ratios of
kanamycin resistance.
5.2.3.2. Bisulfite sequencing
In order to confirm the conclusions that the hpEIN2[G:U] lines have weak DNA
methylation and all the hpEIN2[WT] lines have some extent of DNA methylation,
drawn from the McrBC-digestion PCR assays, I performed bisulfite sequencing
analysis. Three independent transgenic lines showing the strongest levels of EIN2
silencing for each of hpEIN2[WT] and hpEIN2[G:U] were selected for this analysis.
These included hpEIN2[WT] lines corresponding to lanes 1, 7 and 9, and
hpEIN2[G:U] lines corresponding to lanes 1, 3 and 6, in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. These
plant lines showed the longest hypocotyl lengths and therefore were expected to have
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the lowest levels of DNA methylation out of the 20 lines for each construct. In fact,
the three hpEIN2[WT] lines were among the least methylated ones based on the
McrBC-PCR result. The bisulfite sequencing results are shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8
for hpEIN2[WT] and hpEIN2[G:U] lines, respectively. As expected, the cytosines in
the sense EIN2 sequence of the hpEIN2[WT] transgene was heavily methylated,
presumably due to siRNA-directed methylation. The 35S promoter region was less
methylated than the EIN2 sense region, but the level was still high, ranging from
20%~80% for individual cytosines (Figure 5.7). In sharp contrast, the three
hpEIN2[G:U] plant lines showed much lower levels of cytosine methylation in the
35S promoter region, below 20% for all cytosines (Figure 5.8). Some of the lowlevel cytosine methylation in the hpEIN2[G:U] lines could be caused by background
sequencing noise as implied by the low level methylation in the C to T converted
sense EIN2 region which had no cytosines so should have no methylation at all.
Thus, the bisulfite sequencing result confirmed that all lines of the conventional
hpEIN2[WT] transgenes had some levels of DNA methylation in the 35S promoter,
and indicated that the C to T converted hpEIN[G:U] transgene can avoid selfinduced promoter methylation hence self-silencing.
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Figure 5.7. Analysis of DNA methylation on the 35S-EIN2[WT] junction region in three
independent hpEIN2[WT] transgenic lines by sequencing of bisulfite-treated DNA. The numbers
of the three hpEIN2[WT] lines correspond to those in Figure 5.5 and 5.6.

Figure 5.8. Analysis of DNA methylation on the 35S-EIN2(C-T) junction region in three
independent hpEIN2[G:U] transgenic lines by sequencing of bisulfite-treated DNA. The numbers
of the three hpEIN2[G:U] lines correspond to those in Figure 5.5 and 5.6.
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5.2.4. Methylation analysis of hpPDS lines
As shown in Chapter 4, the hpPDS[WT] lines showed strong PDS silencing in
cotyledons but a large proportion developed green true leaves indicating a reduction
or loss of PDS silencing. The majority of the hpPDS[G:U] lines exhibited strong
PDS silencing phenotypes in both cotyledons and true leaves. This result suggested
that the traditional hpRNA transgenes are more likely to be methylated and selfsilenced in the true leaves than in the cotyledons. McrBC digestion PCR detected a
clear increase in DNA methylation at the 35S promoter of the hpPDS[WT] transgene
in the true leaves than in the cotyledons as indicated by strong reduction in PCR
amplification (Figure 5.9A, B). The most strongly PDS-silenced lines failed to grow
and generate seed, but some weakly and intermediately silenced lines did survive and
generate seed. We selected two lines each of the hpPDS[WT] and hpPDS[G:U]
constructs that produced seed, and compared 35S promoter methylation between
cotyledons and true leaves in the T2 plants. Low levels of 35S promoter methylation,
as indicated by the <1 ratio of qPCR amplification, was detected in the cotyledons of
both hpPDS[WT] and hpPDS[G:U] lines (Figure 5.9C). The methylation was
increased in the young emerging true leaves for the two hpPDS[WT] lines, but
remained the same as in the cotyledons for the two hpPDS[G:U] lines. This result
suggested that RdDM-caused methylation is enhanced in true leaves compared to
cotyledons resulting in increased promoter methylation in the hpPDS[WT]
transgenes, but the hpPDS[G:U] transgene is resistant to this RdDM-caused de novo
methylation in true leaves. This could account for the continued PDS silencing at the
later growth stages in the hpPDS[G:U] lines.
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Figure 5.9. Analysis of DNA methylation at the 35S promoter in the cotyledons and true leaves
of T1 and T2 hpPDS[WT] plants and T2 hpPDS[G:U] plants by McrBC-digestion PCR and
qPCR. A and B. McrBC-digestion PCR or qPCR of primary T1 transgenic hpPDS[WT] lines.
Primary T1 transgenic lines were randomly divided into two pools (I and II) and photo-bleached
cotyledons from multiple T1 transgenic plants within each pool were collected and combined to
generate two DNA samples (photo-bleached cotyledons were very small and multiple plants were
needed to obtain sufficient DNA). Young leaf tissues were also harvested from the same two groups
of hpPDS[WT] plants but they were divided into four pools (two pools for each of the two cotyledon
pools) resulting in four DNA samples (Ia, Ib and IIa, IIb). C. McrBC-digestion qPCR of T2 transgenic
plants. For each of the four lines, photobleached cotyledons and the first true leaves (younger than the
true leaves in A and B) that had just emerged were harvested from ~25 T2 progeny, and used for DNA
extraction and McrBC-digestion qPCR analysis.

5.3. Discussions
5.3.1. The G:U and 1:4 hpRNA transgenes showed reduced DNA methylation
in the proximal 35S promoter region
McrBC digestion-PCR analysis showed that DNA methylation levels in the 320 bp
35S promoter sequence near the transcription start site (TSS) are in general reduced
in the hpGUS[G:U] and hpGUS[1:4] transgenic populations than in the hpGUS[WT]
population. This result suggested that the disruption of the perfect inverted-repeat
structure, due to the C to T modifications (in hpGUS[G:U]) or 25% nucleotide
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mismatches (in hpGUS[1:4]) in the sense sequence, minimized transcriptional selfsilencing of the hpRNA transgenes. This is consistent with the relatively cross-line
uniformity of GUS gene silencing observed for the hpGUS[G:U] and hpGUS[1:4]
lines in comparison with hpGUS[WT] lines. The hpGUS[G:U] construct is more
ideal than the hpGUS[1:4] construct in reducing promoter methylation hence
transcriptional self-silencing because it lacks cytosine nucleotides in the sense
sequence therefore does not attract DNA methylation near the promoter that can
easily spread to the promoter. The bisulfite sequencing data did show that the 35S
promoter in the hpGUS[G:U] lines had less methylation than in the hpGUS[1:4]
lines. However, the reduced promoter methylation in the the hpGUS[1:4] lines
compared to hpGUS[WT] lines, suggested that the absence of cytosines in the sense
sequence of the hpGUS[G:U] is perhaps not the dominant factor that contributes to
the minimization of DNA methylation in the 35S promoter, as the cytosine content in
the sense sequence of the hpGUS[1:4] construct (25.5%) remains to be similar to the
unmodified wild-type sense GUS sequence (26%). Instead, the perfect-inverted
repeat structure could be an important factor in the self-silencing of hpRNA
transgenes.

5.3.2. Increased uniformity in target gene silencing by the G:U basepaired
constructs is associated with reduced promoter methylation
DNA methylation analysis using both McrBC-digestion PCR and bisulfite
sequencing showed that all hpEIN2[WT] plant lines showed DNA methylation at the
promoter region, and the degree of methylation correlated negatively to the level of
EIN2 silencing. Even the three least methylated lines, as judged by McrBC-digestion
PCR, showed around 40% DNA methylation levels in the 35S promoter when
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analysed by bisulfite sequencing. The widespread promoter methylation was thought
to be due to sRNA-directed DNA methylation at the EIN2 repeat sequence that
spread to the adjacent promoter region. In contrast to the hpEIN2[WT] plant lines, a
number of the hpEIN2[G:U] lines showed little to no promoter methylation and most
of the plants analysed showed less methylated cytosines in the 35S promoter region.
As discussed for the hpGUS lines, two factors may contribute to the reduced
methylation: i) the inverted-repeat DNA structure is disrupted by changing C bases
to T bases in the sense sequence, and ii) the sense EIN2 sequence has lost cytosines
so cannot be methylated by sRNA-directed DNA methylation. Thus, the
hpEIN2[G:U] transgene may behave like a normal, non-RNAi transgene (such as an
over-expression transgene) and the promoter methylation observed in some of the
lines is due to T-DNA insertion patterns rather than the inherent inverted-repeat
DNA structure of an hpRNA transgene.

5.3.3. hpRNA transgenes are more likely to be methylated and self-silenced in
true leaves than in cotyledons
Phenotypic analysis of hpPDS lines indicated that both the conventional and G:U
modified hpPDS constructs functioned well in the cotyledons inducing strong PDS
silencing, but the ability of the perfect hpPDS construct to induce strong PDS
silencing was diminished in true leaves. Methylation analysis of cotyledons and true
leaves showed that the methylation level at the 35S promoter was low in cotyledons
but increased strongly in true leaves of the same group of hpPDS[WT] plants. These
results suggested that promoter methylation, and associated self-silencing of hpRNA
transgenes is weak at the cotyledon stage and developed mainly after the true leaf
stage. This finding not only confirmed that promoter methylation is the cause of
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hpRNA transgene self-silencing, but also provided evidence for developmental
stage-dependency of the methylation-caused self-silencing. Interestingly, previous
DNA methylation studies using genome-wide bisulfite sequencing has shown that
Arabidopsis plants of 7 day old (cotyledon stage) generally have low levels of DNA
methylation (Greaves et al., 2016) suggesting that DNA methylation, possibly of
RNA-directed DNA methylation, is less efficient in cotyledons than in true leaves.
Therefore, when assessing hpRNA transgene-induced silencing efficiency,
consideration needs to be given to tissue types and developmental stages.
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Chapter 6. General discussions and future prospects
____________________________________________________________________

6.1. Background of this study
hpRNA transgene-induced gene silencing or RNAi has proven to be a powerful tool
in gene function analysis and crop improvement. However, a number of studies have
suggested that the traditional hpRNA transgenes are subject to self-induced
transcriptional silencing, compromising the efficiency and stability of RNAi against
target genes. We assumed that self-silencing of hpRNA transgenes is due to the
perfect inverted-repeat DNA structure and small RNA-directed DNA methylation.
My thesis aimed to develop alternative RNAi transgene designs that could overcome
the inherent limitations with the traditional design and enhance the stability and
efficacy of RNAi in plants.

6.2. Introducing nucleotide mismatches into sense sequence
minimises promoter methylation and enhances uniformity of target
gene silencing
My study has demonstrated that nucleotide modifications of the sense sequence in an
hpRNA construct, to create mismatches between the sense and antisense sequence
hence disrupt the perfect inverted-repeat DNA structure, result in uniform silencing
of target genes across independent lines. This finding supports our assumption that
the inverted-repeat DNA structure plays an important role in transcriptional selfsilencing of traditional hpRNA transgenes.

While providing stability for hpRNA transgene expression, the sense-antisense
mismatches reduce dsRNA stability potentially decreasing RNAi efficiency. This
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was illustrated by the GUS silencing experiment where the degree of GUS silencing
in the strongly silenced lines is the highest with the perfectly base-paired
hpGUS[WT], and lowest with the least base-paired hpGUS[1:4]. This potential
drawback of reduced dsRNA stability leading to reduced RNAi efficiency is largely
compensated with the G:U hpRNA constructs. The hpGUS[G:U], hpEIN2[G:U] and
hpPDS[G:U] all induced strong and uniform RNAi.

Cytosine (C) to thymine (T) conversions in the sense sequence of the G:U hpRNA
constructs create mismatches between the sense and antisense sequence at the DNA
level disrupting the perfect inverted-repeat structure. However, at the RNA level the
modified uracil (U) nucleotides of the sense sequence can form “wobble” base pairs
with the guanine (G) nucleotides of the wild-type antisense sequence.

Previous studies from us and others have implicated RdDM-induced DNA
methylation in the self-silencing of hpRNA transgenes. My DNA methylation
analysis of the GUS and ENI2 hpRNA transgenes showed that all perfect hpRNA
lines, including the lines with strong target gene silencing, had certain levels of DNA
methylation at the promoter, and that DNA methylation levels at the 35S promoter
were strongly reduced in the mismatched hpGUS[1:4] and the G:U modified hpRNA
constructs compared with the traditional constructs. This supports the proposition
that self-silencing of the traditional hpRNA transgenes is a result of siRNA-directed
DNA methylation (or RdDM) that target directly the inverted repeat region due to its
sequence homology with the siRNAs, with subsequently spreads to the upstream
promoter causing transcriptional silencing. My results showed that the methylation
level of the 35S promoter is further reduced in the hpGUS[G:U] transgene compared
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to the hpGUS[1:4] transgene, which suggests that the cytosine nucleotides in the
sense sequence, near the promoter, also contribute to promoter methylation. As
cytosines are the target of RdDM, this observation again supports the view that
RdDM-caused methylation in the inverted-repeat region spreads to the promoter to
cause transcriptional self-silencing of the hpRNA transgene.

It is interesting to note that microRNA precursors in plants usually contain
mismatches or G:U base pairs in the duplex regions. Considering the results from my
study, this feature of miRNA precursors could suggest that microRNA genes may
have evolved mismatched or G:U base-paired structures to prevent transcriptional
self-silencing.

6.3. siRNAs derived G:U base-paired hpRNA appear to have
different 5’ phosphorylation to those from traditional hpRNA
One potentially interesting finding in the current study is that siRNAs from the G:U
hpRNA transgenes have migrated differently on the gel and appear to have different
5’ phosphorylation to those from the traditional hpRNA transgenes. The endogenous
miR168 and the trans-acting siRNA tasiRNA255 also appeared to have differential
5’ phosphorylation, with the former resembling traditional hpRNA-derived siRNAs
with 5’ monophosphate and the latter G:U hpRNA-derived siRNAs with a multiphosphate group at the 5’ terminus. Thus, different groups of plant sRNAs, like the
primary and secondary siRNAs in C. elegans (Pak and Fire, 2007), may have
different 5’ phosphorylation. This finding, if confirmed with further experiments,
may have important implications in understanding sRNA biogenesis and function in
plants. Future studies should examine how the different groups of siRNAs are
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differentially phosphorylated and if the different 5’ modifications impact on
Argonaute binding hence function of siRNAs. This finding will also impact on the
interpretation of existing sRNA sequencing data and on how plant sRNAs should be
cloned and sequenced in the future, as the current sRNA sequencing method is
designed for monophosphorylated sRNAs (Lau et al., 2001).

6.4. dsRNA stability and the efficacy of target gene silencing by
hpRNA transgenes
In my experiments using GUS as a target gene, I tested four different hpRNA
constructs targeting the same 200 bp region of the GUS coding sequence. An
interesting observation from this experiment was that the degree of GUS silencing
among the strongly silenced lines showed a good correlation to the stability of
predicted hpRNA structure. Thus, the degree of GUS silencing is the highest with the
perfectly base-paired hpGUS[WT], and lowest with the least base-paired
hpGUS[1:4]. This different RNAi efficiency is likely due to differential Dicer
processing of dsRNA. While strong target gene silencing is desirable in most
applications, weak to moderate gene silencing can be important in some applications,
particularly when the target genes are essential for plant viability. As the mismatched
G:U modified hpRNA transgenes are no longer subject to self-induced
transcriptional silencing, target gene silencing efficiency could potentially be
manipulated by simply adjusting the stability of hpRNA structures such as shortening
or increasing the size of targeting gene sequences. Future studies should investigate
this, which could generate new types of applications for the modified hpRNA
constructs.
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6.5. Methylation-induced self-silencing of hpRNA transgenes is
developmental stage-dependent
An interesting finding in my study came from the assay of PDS silencing in
Arabidopsis by traditional and G:U modified hpRNA constructs. In our laboratory
we have long noticed that hpRNA transgene-induced PDS silencing seemed unstable
in true leaves of Arabidopsis but reasons behind this have remained unknown. In this
study I discovered that both the traditional, and the G:U modified hpRNA transgenes
induced strong PDS silencing in cotyledons, as indicated by strong photo bleaching.
However, the majority of transgenic lines with the traditional hpRNA construct
subsequently developed green leaves indicating reduction or loss of PDS silencing.
In contrast, most of the transgenic lines with the G:U modified constructs continued
to show photo bleaching in true leaves. These observations led us to believe that
transcriptional self-silencing of the traditional hpRNA transgene is weak in
cotyledons and established after true leaf stages. My DNA methylation analysis
showed differential methylation of the 35S promoter between cotyledons and true
leaves, confirming that transcriptional self-silencing depends on developmental
stages. This result is consistent with a previous study showing that transchromosomal DNA methylation, directed by 24-nt siRNAs, is weak at 7 days post
sowing (largely cotyledon stage) but continuing to increase at later developmental
stages (Greaves et al., 2016). In another study, a transcriptionally silenced repeat
transgene can be readily reactivated in cotyledons by treatment with DNA
methylation inhibitors, but cannot be reactivated in true leaves (Baubec et al., 2014),
which suggests stronger DNA remethylation in true leaves than in cotyledons. My
results together with these reports suggest that the RdDM pathway may function
differently in cotyledons and also in other tissues, and support the view that RdDM115

caused DNA methylation is responsible for the transcriptional self-silencing of
hpRNA transgenes. Future studies of hpRNA-induced gene silencing, and transgene
expression in general, need to consider the developmental stage dependency of
transcriptional silencing.

6.6. Conclusions and future prospects
My study so far has indicated that mismatched hpRNA designs, particularly the G:U
modified hpRNA transgenes, can be used to induce more uniform and stable gene
silencing in plants than the traditional hpRNA design. Over two generations of the
transgenic plants for transgenerational inheritance of hpRNA-induced gene silencing,
my study showed that gene silencing induced by both traditional and G:U modified
hpRNA transgenes are inherited into the next generation. In future studies it would
be

interesting

to

investigate

if

G:U

modified

hpRNA

transgenes

are

transgenerationally more stable in the long term than the traditional hpRNA
transgenes, which would make the mismatched construct design advantageous over
the traditional hpRNA design for RNAi application in the field. Another aspect that
is worth investigating in future studies is the number of C to T substitutions that a
G:U hpRNA construct can tolerate. The hpCHS[G:U] construct, with over 32% C to
T substitutions, showed significantly weaker target gene silencing than the
hpCHS[WT] construct, suggesting that too many G:U base pairs could reduce Dicer
processing and hence target gene silencing.

Our results make it likely that artificial miRNA (amiRNA) transgenes, often
containing mismatches or G:U basepairs in the dsRNA stem region, are also resistant
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to transcriptional self-silencing. It will be interesting to compare the stability and
RNAi efficiency between the G:U hpRNA and amiRNA transgenes in plants.

The findings of my study may have a wider application as transcriptional selfsilencing could also be a problem in other organisms, so it is worth testing if the G:U
modified construct design will also give improved RNAi stability in these organisms.
For instance, the traditional hpRNA constructs, as intact transgene insertions, failed
to induce any GUS or green florescent protein gene silencing in the fungus Fusarium
oxysporum (Schumann et al., 2013), which was suggested to be due to transcriptional
self-silencing. It will be interesting to see whether the hpRNA[G:U] or hpRNA[1:4]
type of construct can avoid or reduce the transcriptional self-silencing to induce
strong and uniform gene silencing in F. oxysporum.
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APPENDIX I – List of primers and their sequences used in this work
Table Ⅰa.
Primers to make hpGUS[WT], hpGUS[G:U], hpGUS[1:4],
hpGUS[2:10], hpEIN2, hpCHS and hpEIN2:CHS constructs.
Primer

Sequence

GUS-WT-F

cctcgaggatccTCGCGTCGGCATCCGGTC

GUS-WT-R

gggtaccaagcttCGTAAGGGTAATGCGAGGTA

GUS-GU-F

ccctcgagTTGTGTTGGTATTTGGTTAGTGGTAGTGAAGGGTGAATAGTTTTTGATTAATTA
TAAATTGTTTTATTTTATTGGTTTTGGTTGTTATGAAGATGTGGATTTGTGTGGTA

GUS-GU-R

ggggtaccCATAAAAATAATACAAAATACAATAAAAATTAACCCCAATCCAATCCATTAA
TACATAATCATACACCATCAACACATTATCAAATCCTTTACCACACAAATCCACATCT

GUS-4M-F

ccctcgagTCGgGTCcGCAaCCGcTCAcTGGgAGTcAAGcGCGtACAcTTCgTGAaTAAgCACtAA
CgGTTgTACaTTAgTGGgTTTcGTCcTCAaGAAcATGgGGAgTTGgGTGcCA

GUS-4M-R

ggggtaccgGTAtGGGaAATcCGAcGTAgGGTtGGAcTTGcCCCgAATgCAGaCCAaTAAaGCGa
GGTgGTGgACCtTCAcCACcTTAaCGAtTCCaTTGgCACcCAAcTCCcCATgT

GUS-10M-F

ccctcgagTCGCGTCGcgATCCGGTCtcTGGCAGTGttGGGCGAACtcTTCCTGATatACCACAA
AggGTTCTACTaaACTGGCTTacGTCGTCATctAGATGCGGtgTTGCGTGGgt

GUS-10M-R

ggggtaccgcTAAGGGTAtaGCGAGGTAgcGTAGGAGTacGCCCCAATggAGTCCATTttTGCGT
GGTgcTGCACCATgtGCACGTTAagGAATCCTTacCCACGCAAcaCCGCATCT

EIN2wt-F

CCTCGAGGATCCTCTAGACCTCAGCTAGGGTTTATC

EIN2wt-R

GGGTACCAAGCTTAACGCTTATGCGAGCTGCAA

CHSwt-F

CCTCGAGGATCCGTTGTCTGCTCTGAGATCAC

CHSwt-R

GGGTACCAAGCTTCTAGAGCACCATCAGAGTCTGGAAG

EIN2gu-F

CCTCGAGTCTAGATTTTAGTTAGGGTTTATTTAGAGAATGGTTTTTGTTTTATTTTTTGT
TTTTTTGGTTTTTGTTGGATATATTATTTTGGGAAATGGGTTGTAAATATTGAAGGAG

EIN2gu-R

GGGTACCAACACTTATACAAACTACAACATATTAACATAAAATAACAACAAAATTAA
AAAACAAAATAATTACCACCAAATCATACCCAAAACAAACACCTCCTTCAATATTTAC
AACC

CHSgu-F

CCTCGAGGTTGTTTGTTTTGAGATTATATGTTGTTATTTTTTGTGGTTTTTTTGATATTT
ATTTTGATTTTTTTGTTGGTTAGGTTTTTTTTAGTGATGGTGTTGTTGTATTTATTGTGG

CHSgu-R

GGGTACCTCTAGACACCATCAAAATCTAAAAAAATAATCTAAACAACAAACACCATC
TCAAAAATAAATTTCTCTCCAACAAATATATCAAAATCCAACCCCACAATAAATACAA
CAAC

asEIN2gu-F

CAAGCTTAATGTTTATGTGAGTTGTAATATATTGGTATAAGATGGTGGTAAAATTGAA
AAGTAGAGTAATTGTTATTAAGTTATATTTGAAATGAGTATTTTTTTTGATATTTGTAA
TTT

asEIN2gu-R

GGGATCCTCTAGAACCTCAACTAAAATTTATCCAAAAAATAATTCCTACTCTACTTCCT
ATCCTTTTAATTTCTATCAAATATATTAATCCCAAAAAATAAATTACAAATATCAAAA
AAA

asCHSgu-F

CAAGCTTAATGTTTATGTGAGTTGTAATATATTGGTATAAGATGGTGGTAAAATTGAA
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AAGTAGAGTAATTGTTATTGATAGATGTGTTAGGGTTTGATTTTATAATGAGTGTGGT
GGTG
asCHSgu-R

GGGATCCATTATCTACTCTAAAATCACAACCATTACCTTCCATAATCCCTCTAACACCC
ACCTTAACTCCCTCATCAATCAAACTCTTTTCAATAATAACACCACCACACTCATTATA
AA

Table Ⅰb. Primers for McrBC-PCR, bisulfite sequence and RT-PCR.
Primer

Sequence

Function

Top-35S-FOR2

AGAAAATYTTYGTYAAYATGGTGG

McrBC-PCR for 35S promoter region of

Top-35S-REV2

TCARTRRARATRTCACATCAATCC

hpEIN2[WT] and hpEIN2[G:U] lines

Link-35S- F2

YYATYATTGYGATAAAGGAAAG

McrBC-PCR for junction region of hpEIN2[WT]

Link-EIN2- R2

TAATTRCCACCAARTCATACCC

and hpEIN2[G:U] lines

35S-F2

GAGGATCTAACAGAACTCGC

McrBC-PCR

35S-R1

GGAACGTCTTCTTTTTCCACG

hpGUS[1:4] and hpEIN2[2:10] lines

35S-F3

TGGCTCCTACAAATGCCATC

McrBC-PCR for junction of hpGUS[WT],

UP-GUSwt-R1

RRARTTRRCCCCAATCCARTCC

hpGUS[1:4] lines

UP-35S-F2

AGAAAATYTTYGTYAAYATGGTGG

McrBC-PCR for hpPDS[WT] lines

UP-35S-R2

TCARTRRARATRTCACATCAATCC

Link-35S- F2

YYATYATTGYGATAAAGGAAAGG

Bisulfite sequence for hpEIN2[WT] and

Link-EIN2- R1

CCRAAACRARCACCTCCTTC

hpEIN2[G:U]

Link-EIN2- R2

TAATTRCCACCAARTCATACCC

Link-35S-F1

GAYAGTAGAAAAGGAAGGTGG

GUS-4m-R2

CACRAARTRTACRCRCTTRAC

Link-35S-F2

YYATYATTGYGATAAAGGAAAGG

GUS-4m-R1

RCRCTTRACTCCCARTRARC

UP-35S-F1

GGAGTYTAAGATTYAAATYGAGG

GUSgu-R2

CAAAAACTATTCACCCTTCAC

UP-35S-F2

AGAAAATYTTYGTYAAYATGGTGG

GUSgu-R1

ACCCTTCACTACCACTAACC

CHS-200-F2

GACATGCCTGGTGCTG ACTA

RT-PCR primer to check transgene EIN2

CHS-200-R2

CCTTAGCGATACGGAGGACA

hpRNA copy number

Link-35S-F1

GAYAGTAGAAAAGGAAGGTGG

35S-R1

GGAACGTCTTCTTTTTCCACG

CHS-200-F2

GACATGCCTGGTGCTG ACTA

CHS-200-R2

CCTTAGCGATACGGAGGACA

Actin2-For

TCCCTCAGCACATTCCAGCA

Actin2-Rev

GATCCCATTCATAAAACCCCAGC

for

35S

of

hpGUS[WT],

Bisulfite sequence for hpGUS[1:4]

Bisulfite sequence for hpGUS[G:U]

RT-PCR to check CHS mRNA expression
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APPENDIX II - DNA fragments of 450 bp wild-type and C-to-T
converted sequence of PDS cDNA (red letter are introduced nucleotides for restriction
sites)
DNA fragment

Fragment sequence

PDS-WT

CCTCGAGGGATCCGAATTCATCGATGAAAATAAAGTTTGCTATTGGACTTTTGCCAGCCATGGTCGGCGGTCAGGCTT
ATGTTGAGGCCCAAGATGGTTTATCAGTCAAAGAATGGATGGAAAAGCAGGGAGTACCTGAGCGCGTGACCGACGA
GGTGTTTATTGCCATGTCAAAGGCGCTAAACTTTATAAACCCTGATGAACTGTCAATGCAATGCATTTTGATAGCTTTG
AACCGGTTTCTTCAGGAAAAACATGGTTCCAAGATGGCATTCTTGGATGGTAATCCTCCGGAAAGGCTTTGTATGCCA
GTAGTGGATCATATTCGATCACTAGGTGGGGAAGTGCAACTTAATTCTAGGATAAAGAAAATTGAGCTCAATGACGAT
GGCACGGTTAAGAGTTTCTTACTCACTAATGGAAGCACTGTCGAAGGAGACGCTTATGTGTTTGCCGCTCCAGTCGAT
ATCCTGAATCTAGAGAATTCAAGCTTGGTACCc

PDS-CT

cCTCGAGAAGCTTGAAAATAAAGTTTGTTATTGGATTTTTGTTAGTTATGGTTGGTGGTTAGGTTTATGTTGAGGTTTA
AGATGGTTTATTAGTTAAAGAATGGATGGAAAAGTAGGGAGTATTTGAGTGTGTGATTGATGAGGTGTTTATTGTTAT
GTTAAAGGTGTTAAATTTTATAAATTTTGATGAATTGTTAATGTAATGTATTTTGATAGTTTTGAATTGGTTTTTTTAGG
AAAAATATGGTTTTAAGATGGTATTTTTGGATGGTAATTTTTTGGAAAGGTTTTGTATGTTAGTAGTGGATTATATTTG
ATTATTAGGTGGGGAAGTGTAATTTAATTTTAGGATAAAGAAAATTGAGTTTAATGATGATGGTATGGTTAAGAGTTT
TTTATTTATTAATGGAAGTATTGTTGAAGGAGATGTTTATGTGTTTGTTGTTTTAGTTGATATTTTGAAGGATCCGGTAC
Cc
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APPENDIX III - Media and buffer used in the study
Media/Buffer

Contents

How to prepare

MS media

4.4 g MS powder

Combine ingredients and adjust to pH5.7, add

30 g Sucrose

7.0 g agar (Bacto Laboratories) and autoclave.

dH2O to 1 L
1/2MS salt media

0.5 mL 1000× Micro

Combine ingredients and adjust to pH5.7, add

25 mL 20× Macro

7.0 g agar (Bacto Laboratories) and autoclave.

2.5 mL 200× Fe/EDTA
dH2O to 1 L
MSO media

50 mL 20× Macro

Combine ingredients and adjust to pH4.8, add

1 mL 1000× Micro

7.0 g agar (Bacto Laboratories) and autoclave.

10 mL 100× MS vitamins
5 mL 200× Fe/EDTA
30 g Sucrose
0.1 g Myoinositol
dH2O to 1 L
MS4 media

4.4 g MS powder

Combine ingredients and adjust to pH4.8, add

30 g Sucrose

7.0 g agar (Bacto Laboratories) and autoclave.

50 µL 1 mg/mL IAA
dH2O to 1 L
MS9 media

4.4 g MS powder

Combine ingredients and adjust to pH4.8, add

30 g Sucrose

7.0 g agar (Bacto Laboratories) and autoclave.

5 mL 0.2 mg/mL BAP
500 µL 1 mg/mL IAA
dH2O to 1 L
1000× Vitamins

5.0 mg Nicotinic acid

Mix and dissolve together

5.0 mg Pyridoxine HCl
1.0 mg Thiamine HCl
20 mg Glycine
dH2O to 100 mL
1000× Micro

11.15 g MnSO4.4H2O

Mix and dissolve together

0.125 g Na2MoO4.2H2O
3.11 g H3BO3
4.3 g ZnSO4.7H2O
0.0125 g CuSO4.5H2O
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0.0125 g CoCl2.6H2O
0.115 g KI
dH2O to 500 mL
33 g NH4NO3

20× Macro

Mix and dissolve together

8.8 g CaCl2.2H2O
7.4 g MgSO4.7H2O
38.0 g KNO3
3.4 g KH2PO4
dH2O to 1 L
3.35 g Na2EDTA

200× Fe/EDTA

Mix and dissolve together

2.70 g FeCl2.6H2O
dH2O to 500 mL
48.4 g Tris

10× TAE buffer

Mix and dissolve together

11.4 mL Glacial acetic acid
3.7 g Na2EDTA
dH2O to 1 L
108 g Tris

10× TBE buffer

Mix and dissolve together

55 g Boric
9.3 g Na2EDTA
dH2O to 1 L
PES buffer

0.04 M Na-PO2 pH7.2

Mix and dissolve together

1% SDS
1 mM EDTA
PSE buffer

0.25 M Na-PO2 pH7.2

Mix and dissolve together

2% SDS
1 mM EDTA
10× SSC buffer

▪

3 M NaCl

Combine ingredients and adjust to pH7

300 mM sodium citrate
10× MOPS buffer

0.2 M MOP free acid

Combine ingredients and adjust to pH7

0.05 M Sodium acetate
0.01 M Na2EDTA
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APPENDIX IV – Transgenic lines obtained for all constructs
Construct

Total transgenic lines

hpGUS[WT]

59

hpGUS[G:U]

74

hpGUS[1:4]

33

hpGUS[2:10]

41

hpEIN2[WT]

46

hpEIN2[G:U]

23

hpCHS[WT]

34

hpCHS[G:U]

32

hpEIN2[G:U/U:G]

52

hpCHS[G:U/U:G]

13

hpCHS:EIN2[WT]

28

hpCHS:EIN2[G:U]

26

hpCHS:EIN2[G:U/U:G]

20

hpPDS[WT]

100

hpPDS[G:U]

172
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APPENDIX V – Size distribution of sense and antisense siRNAs from
the dsRNA stem region of two silenced hpGUS[1:4] lines.
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APPENDIX VI – hpGUS[1:4] lines contain higher proportions of
transitive siRNAs than other hpRNA line.

*For the hpRNA[WT] lines, the numbers are total numbers of siRNAs from both the
sense and antisense stems because both sequences are wild-type so siRNAs cannot
be accurately separated between the sense and antisense repeats.
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APPENDIX VII - Predicted hpRNA sequences (after PDK intron splicing) and free energy of the predicted hpRNA
structure (red letter are introduce nucleotides for restriction sites; green letter are sequence from intron junction)
Construct

Predicted hpRNA sequences (after PDK intron splicing)

Free energy
(kcal/mol)

hpGUS[WT]

ctcgaggatccTCGCGTCGGCATCCGGTCAGTGGCAGTGAAGGGCGAACAGTTCCTGATTAACCACAAACCGTTCTACTTTACTGGCTTTGGTCGTCATGAAGATGCGGACTTGCGTGGCAAAGGATTCGAT

-471.73

AACGTGCTGATGGTGCACGACCACGCATTAATGGACTGGATTGGGGCCAACTCCTACCGTACCTCGCATTACCCTTACGaagcttggtaccCCAGCTTGTTGGGAAGCTGGGTTCGAAatcgataagcttCGTAAG
GGTAATGCGAGGTACGGTAGGAGTTGGCCCCAATCCAGTCCATTAATGCGTGGTCGTGCACCATCAGCACGTTATCGAATCCTTTGCCACGCAAGTCCGCATCTTCATGACGACCAAAGCCAGTAAAGTA
GAACGGTTTGTGGTTAATCAGGAACTGTTCGCCCTTCACTGCCACTGACCGGATGCCGACGCGAggatcc

hpGUS[G:U]

ctcgagTTGTGTTGGTATTTGGTTAGTGGTAGTGAAGGGTGAATAGTTTTTGATTAATTATAAATTGTTTTATTTTATTGGTTTTGGTTGTTATGAAGATGTGGATTTGTGTGGTAAAGGATTTGATAATGTGT

-331.73

TGATGGTGTATGATTATGTATTAATGGATTGGATTGGGGTTAATTTTTATTGTATTTTGTATTATTTTTATGggtaccCCAGCTTGTTGGGAAGCTGGGTTCGAAatcgataagcttCGTAAGGGTAATGCGAGGT
ACGGTAGGAGTTGGCCCCAATCCAGTCCATTAATGCGTGGTCGTGCACCATCAGCACGTTATCGAATCCTTTGCCACGCAAGTCCGCATCTTCATGACGACCAAAGCCAGTAAAGTAGAACGGTTTGTGGT
TAATCAGGAACTGTTCGCCCTTCACTGCCACTGACCGGATGCCGACGCGAggatcc

hpGUS[1:4]

ctcgagTCGgGTCcGCAaCCGcTCAcTGGgAGTcAAGcGCGtACAcTTCgTGAaTAAgCACtAACgGTTgTACaTTAgTGGgTTTcGTCcTCAaGAAcATGgGGAgTTGgGTGcCAAtGGAaTCGtTAAgGTGgTGAa

-214.05

GGTcCACcACCtCGCtTTAtTGGtCTGcATTcGGGgCAAgTCCaACCcTACgTCGgATTtCCCaTACcggtaccCCAGCTTGTTGGGAAGCTGGGTTCGAAatcgataagcttCGTAAGGGTAATGCGAGGTACGGTA
GGAGTTGGCCCCAATCCAGTCCATTAATGCGTGGTCGTGCACCATCAGCACGTTATCGAATCCTTTGCCACGCAAGTCCGCATCTTCATGACGACCAAAGCCAGTAAAGTAGAACGGTTTGTGGTTAATCA
GGAACTGTTCGCCCTTCACTGCCACTGACCGGATGCCGACGCGAggatcc

hpGUS[2:10]

ctcgagTCGCGTCGcgATCCGGTCtcTGGCAGTGttGGGCGAACtcTTCCTGATatACCACAAAggGTTCTACTaaACTGGCTTacGTCGTCATctAGATGCGGtgTTGCGTGGgtAAGGATTCctTAACGTGCacAT

-302.78

GGTGCAgcACCACGCAaaAATGGACTccATTGGGGCgtACTCCTACgcTACCTCGCtaTACCCTTAgcggtaccCCAGCTTGTTGGGAAGCTGGGTTCGAAatcgataagcttCGTAAGGGTAATGCGAGGTACGGT
AGGAGTTGGCCCCAATCCAGTCCATTAATGCGTGGTCGTGCACCATCAGCACGTTATCGAATCCTTTGCCACGCAAGTCCGCATCTTCATGACGACCAAAGCCAGTAAAGTAGAACGGTTTGTGGTTAATC
AGGAACTGTTCGCCCTTCACTGCCACTGACCGGATGCCGACGCGAggatcc

hpEIN2[WT]

ctcgaggatcctctaGACCTCAGCTAGGGTTTATCCAGAGAATGGTTCCTGCTCTACTTCCTGTCCTTTTGGTTTCTGTCGGATATATTGATCCCGGGAAATGGGTTGCAAATATCGAAGGAGGTGCTCGTTTCG
GGTATGACTTGGTGGCAATTACTCTGCTTTTCAATTTTGCCGCCATCTTATGCCAATATGTTGCAGCTCGCATAAGCGTTaagcttggtaccCCAGCTTGTTGGGAAGCTGGGTTCGAAatcgataagcttAACGCT
TATGCGAGCTGCAACATATTGGCATAAGATGGCGGCAAAATTGAAAAGCAGAGTAATTGCCACCAAGTCATACCCGAAACGAGCACCTCCTTCGATATTTGCAACCCATTTCCCGGGATCAATATATCCGA
CAGAAACCAAAAGGACAGGAAGTAGAGCAGGAACCATTCTCTGGATAAACCCTAGCTGAGGTCtagaggatcc
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-453.45

hpEIN2[G:U]

ctcgagtctaGATTTTAGTTAGGGTTTATTTAGAGAATGGTTTTTGTTTTATTTTTTGTTTTTTTGGTTTTTGTTGGATATATTGATTTTGGGAAATGGGTTGTAAATATTGAAGGAGGTGTTTGTTTTGGGTATG

-328.06

ATTTGGTGGTAATTATTTTGTTTTTTAATTTTGTTGTTATTTTATGTTAATATGTTGTAGTTTGTATAAGTGTTggtaccCCAGCTTGTTGGGAAGCTGGGTTCGAAatcgataagcttAACGCTTATGCGAGCTGC
AACATATTGGCATAAGATGGCGGCAAAATTGAAAAGCAGAGTAATTGCCACCAAGTCATACCCGAAACGAGCACCTCCTTCGATATTTGCAACCCATTTCCCGGGATCAATATATCCGACAGAAACCAAA
AGGACAGGAAGTAGAGCAGGAACCATTCTCTGGATAAACCCTAGCTGAGGTCtagaggatcc

hpCHS[WT]

ctcgaggatccGTTGTCTGCTCTGAGATCACAGCCGTTACCTTCCGTGGTCCCTCTGACACCCACCTTGACTCCCTCGTCGGTCAGGCTCTTTTCAGTGATGGCGCCGCCGCACTCATTGTGGGGTCGGACCCT

-507.71

GACACATCTGTCGGAGAGAAACCCATCTTTGAGATGGTGTCTGCCGCTCAGACCATCCTTCCAGACTCTGATGGTGCtctagaagcttggtaccCCAGCTTGTTGGGAAGCTGGGTTCGAAatcgataagcttctaga
GCACCATCAGAGTCTGGAAGGATGGTCTGAGCGGCAGACACCATCTCAAAGATGGGTTTCTCTCCGACAGATGTGTCAGGGTCCGACCCCACAATGAGTGCGGCGGCGCCATCACTGAAAAGAGCCTGA
CCGACGAGGGAGTCAAGGTGGGTGTCAGAGGGACCACGGAAGGTAACGGCTGTGATCTCAGAGCAGACAACggatcc

hpCHS[G:U]

ctcgagGTTGTTTGTTTTGAGATTATAGTTGTTATTTTTTGTGGTTTTTTTGATATTTATTTTGATTTTTTTGTTGGTTAGGTTTTTTTTAGTGATGGTGTTGTTGTATTTATTGTGGGGTTGGATTTTGATATATT

-328.53

TGTTGGAGAGAAATTTATTTTTGAGATGGTGTTTGTTGTTTAGATTATTTTTTTAGATTTTGATGGTGTctagaggtaccCCAGCTTGTTGGGAAGCTGGGTTCGAAatcgataagcttctagaGCACCATCAGAGTC
TGGAAGGATGGTCTGAGCGGCAGACACCATCTCAAAGATGGGTTTCTCTCCGACAGATGTGTCAGGGTCCGACCCCACAATGAGTGCGGCGGCGCCATCACTGAAAAGAGCCTGACCGACGAGGGAGT
CAAGGTGGGTGTCAGAGGGACCACGGAAGGTAACGGCTGTGATCTCAGAGCAGACAACggatcc

hpEIN2[G:U/U:G]

ctcgagtctaGATTTTAGTTAGGGTTTATTTAGAGAATGGTTTTTGTTTTATTTTTTGTTTTTTTGGTTTTTGTTGGATATATTGATTTTGGGAAATGGGTTGTAAATATTGAAGGAGGTGTTTGTTTTGGGTATG

-173.54

ATTTGGTGGTAATTATTTTGTTTTTTAATTTTGTTGTTATTTTATGTTAATATGTTGTAGTTTGTATAAGTGTTggtaccCCAGCTTGTTGGGAAGCTGGGTTCGAAatcgataagcttAATGTTTATGTGAGTTGT
AATATATTGGTATAAGATGGTGGTAAAATTGAAAAGTAGAGTAATTGTTATTAAGTTATATTTGAAATGAGTATTTTTTTTGATATTTGTAATTTATTTTTTGGGATTAATATATTTGATAGAAATTAAAAGG
ATAGGAAGTAGAGTAGGAATTATTTTTTGGATAAATTTTAGTTGAGGTTctagaggatcc

hpCHS[G:U/U:G]

ctcgagGTTGTTTGTTTTGAGATTATAGTTGTTATTTTTTGTGGTTTTTTTGATATTTATTTTGATTTTTTTGTTGGTTAGGTTTTTTTTAGTGATGGTGTTGTTGTATTTATTGTGGGGTTGGATTTTGATATATT

-185.95

TGTTGGAGAGAAATTTATTTTTGAGATGGTGTTTGTTGTTTAGATTATTTTTTTAGATTTTGATGGTGTctagaggtaccCCAGCTTGTTGGGAAGCTGGGTTCGAAatcgataagcttctagaGTATTATTAGAGTT
TGGAAGGATGGTTTGAGTGGTAGATATTATTTTAAAGATGGGTTTTTTTTTGATAGATGTGTTAGGGTTTGATTTTATAATGAGTGTGGTGGTGTTATTATTGAAAAGAGTTTGATTGATGAGGGAGTTAA
GGTGGGTGTTAGAGGGATTATGGAAGGTAATGGTTGTGATTTTAGAGTAGATAATggatcc

hpCHS:EIN2[WT]

ctcgaggatccGTTGTCTGCTCTGAGATCACAGCCGTTACCTTCCGTGGTCCCTCTGACACCCACCTTGACTCCCTCGTCGGTCAGGCTCTTTTCAGTGATGGCGCCGCCGCACTCATTGTGGGGTCGGACCCT
GACACATCTGTCGGAGAGAAACCCATCTTTGAGATGGTGTCTGCCGCTCAGACCATCCTTCCAGACTCTGATGGTGCTctaGACCTCAGCTAGGGTTTATCCAGAGAATGGTTCCTGCTCTACTTCCTGTCCT
TTTGGTTTCTGTCGGATATATTGATCCCGGGAAATGGGTTGCAAATATCGAAGGAGGTGCTCGTTTCGGGTATGACTTGGTGGCAATTACTCTGCTTTTCAATTTTGCCGCCATCTTATGCCAATATGTTGC
AGCTCGCATAAGCGTTaagcttggtaccCCAGCTTGTTGGGAAGCTGGGTTCGAAatcgataagcttAACGCTTATGCGAGCTGCAACATATTGGCATAAGATGGCGGCAAAATTGAAAAGCAGAGTAATTGCC
ACCAAGTCATACCCGAAACGAGCACCTCCTTCGATATTTGCAACCCATTTCCCGGGATCAATATATCCGACAGAAACCAAAAGGACAGGAAGTAGAGCAGGAACCATTCTCTGGATAAACCCTAGCTGAG
GTCtagaGCACCATCAGAGTCTGGAAGGATGGTCTGAGCGGCAGACACCATCTCAAAGATGGGTTTCTCTCCGACAGATGTGTCAGGGTCCGACCCCACAATGAGTGCGGCGGCGCCATCACTGAAAAGA
GCCTGACCGACGAGGGAGTCAAGGTGGGTGTCAGAGGGACCACGGAAGGTAACGGCTGTGATCTCAGAGCAGACAACggatcc
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-916.39

hpCHS:EIN2[G:U]

ctcgagGTTGTTTGTTTTGAGATTATAGTTGTTATTTTTTGTGGTTTTTTTGATATTTATTTTGATTTTTTTGTTGGTTAGGTTTTTTTTAGTGATGGTGTTGTTGTATTTATTGTGGGGTTGGATTTTGATATATT

-630.87

TGTTGGAGAGAAATTTATTTTTGAGATGGTGTTTGTTGTTTAGATTATTTTTTTAGATTTTGATGGTGtctaGATTTTAGTTAGGGTTTATTTAGAGAATGGTTTTTGTTTTATTTTTTGTTTTTTTGGTTTTTGT
TGGATATATTGATTTTGGGAAATGGGTTGTAAATATTGAAGGAGGTGTTTGTTTTGGGTATGATTTGGTGGTAATTATTTTGTTTTTTAATTTTGTTGTTATTTTATGTTAATATGTTGTAGTTTGTATAAGTG
TTggtaccCCAGCTTGTTGGGAAGCTGGGTTCGAAatcgataagcttAACGCTTATGCGAGCTGCAACATATTGGCATAAGATGGCGGCAAAATTGAAAAGCAGAGTAATTGCCACCAAGTCATACCCGAAAC
GAGCACCTCCTTCGATATTTGCAACCCATTTCCCGGGATCAATATATCCGACAGAAACCAAAAGGACAGGAAGTAGAGCAGGAACCATTCTCTGGATAAACCCTAGCTGAGGTCtagaGCACCATCAGAGT
CTGGAAGGATGGTCTGAGCGGCAGACACCATCTCAAAGATGGGTTTCTCTCCGACAGATGTGTCAGGGTCCGACCCCACAATGAGTGCGGCGGCGCCATCACTGAAAAGAGCCTGACCGACGAGGGAG
TCAAGGTGGGTGTCAGAGGGACCACGGAAGGTAACGGCTGTGATCTCAGAGCAGACAACggatcc
hpCHS:EIN2[G:U/U:G]

ctcgagGTTGTTTGTTTTGAGATTATAGTTGTTATTTTTTGTGGTTTTTTTGATATTTATTTTGATTTTTTTGTTGGTTAGGTTTTTTTTAGTGATGGTGTTGTTGTATTTATTGTGGGGTTGGATTTTGATATATT
TGTTGGAGAGAAATTTATTTTTGAGATGGTGTTTGTTGTTTAGATTATTTTTTTAGATTTTGATGGTGtctaGATTTTAGTTAGGGTTTATTTAGAGAATGGTTTTTGTTTTATTTTTTGTTTTTTTGGTTTTTGT
TGGATATATTGATTTTGGGAAATGGGTTGTAAATATTGAAGGAGGTGTTTGTTTTGGGTATGATTTGGTGGTAATTATTTTGTTTTTTAATTTTGTTGTTATTTTATGTTAATATGTTGTAGTTTGTATAAGTG
TTggtaccCCAGCTTGTTGGGAAGCTGGGTTCGAAatcgataagcttAATGTTTATGTGAGTTGTAATATATTGGTATAAGATGGTGGTAAAATTGAAAAGTAGAGTAATTGTTATTAAGTTATATTTGAAATGA
GTATTTTTTTTGATATTTGTAATTTATTTTTTGGGATTAATATATTTGATAGAAATTAAAAGGATAGGAAGTAGAGTAGGAATTATTTTTTGGATAAATTTTAGTTGAGGTTctagaGTATTATTAGAGTTTGG
AAGGATGGTTTGAGTGGTAGATATTATTTTAAAGATGGGTTTTTTTTTGATAGATGTGTTAGGGTTTGATTTTATAATGAGTGTGGTGGTGTTATTATTGAAAAGAGTTTGATTGATGAGGGAGTTAAGGT
GGGTGTTAGAGGGATTATGGAAGGTAATGGTTGTGATTTTAGAGTAGATAATggatcc
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-333.77

APPENDIX VIII – Analysis of DNA methylation on the 35S
promoter region in hpGUS[WT] transgenic plants by sequencing of
bisulfite-treated DNA (The numbers of the three hpGUS[WT] lines correspond to those in
Figure 5.1).
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